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The finite element method in the form of the weak Galerkin formulation with the

penalty function method was applied to several problems of axisymmetric turbulent

flows including flow through a sudden pipe expansion, the stern region flow ofa slender

body, and flows past ducted and nonducted propellers in action. The coupled set of the

Reynolds time-averaged Navier·Stokes equations and two turbulence transport

equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation was solved by L/U

decomposition and successive substitution with relaxation. An existing finite element

code was modified with a low Reynolds number form for an appropriate treatment of

wall influences on turbulence transport, which produces a better solution and provides

an easier imposition ofboundary conditions by solving up to wall with no slip boundary

conditions. The two·equation turbulence model with the wall modification was first

successfully tested by solving the turbulent flow through a sudden pipe expansion. The

numerical simulation of the stern region flow of a streamlined body resulted in an

excellent agreement with the measured data in terms of the mean·flow and turbulence

quantities. Turbulent shear flows past a propeller at the rear end of the same slender

body, modeled by an actuator disk, were successfully solved at two rotational speeds,

selflpropelled and 100% over-thrusted, using the same two-equation model. And finally,



comparisons of the wake behind a propeller were made for the selßpropelled conditions

of a ducted and nonducted propeller on the same streamlined body.
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1.1 Description of Problem

Turbulent shear flows with significant swirling motion arise in many practical and

interesting flows in mechanical and aero/hydrodynamic devices. They are present in

flows over compressor and turbine blades of both radial and axial types; in the boundary

layer on a spirming disc; in flow over a solid body with a propcller in motion; and in flow

through a pump, etc. An analysis of a turbulent swirling flow over a streamlined body

with a propeller operating, ducted or nonducted, can be very valuable, and it can be

extended to a variety of practical engineering applications.

The analysis contains many important aspects that have to be considered: A

propeller generates a strong wake and interacts with solid boundaries nearby; inviscid

and turbulent flow regions are concurrent, which requires a large domain to stretch into

the free stream region; turbulence modeling with treatments for the effects of solid
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boundaries, swirling motion, and streamline curvature should be made; and a robust way

to numerically solve the nonlinear elliptic system of equations is necessary.

The resultant velocity profile produced by a propeller should be appropriately

predicted, so that it gives a good basis for obtaining an effective wake inflow which is

crucial in designing ship propellers [1,2,3]. A ducted propeller interacts with its

mounting system and nozzle and thus generates a complex flow situation. Fig. l shows

the vortex system of a propeller in a nozzle diagrammatically. According to the

Helmholtz theorem, the vortex lines must be closed, so that the vortex system has been

completed with the starting vortices. The different vortices are indicated as follows:

I", = bound vortices around propeller blades

I", = bound vortex around nozzle ring

I", = trailing helicoidal vortices from blade tips

I", = trailing·boss vortex

These vortices generate turbulence which is transported downstream. But more

importantly, the presence of a duct and wake downstream of the duct crucially affects

the mean flow and turbulence fields. Other important aspects are a high accelerated

motion past the propeller combined with a large pressure jump, flow entrainment from

the free stream, and the interference between inviscid and turbulent flows. The region

of turbulent flow is bounded by an inviscid flow, with the latter providing boundary

conditions for the former.

To accomodate all these complex phenomena analytically it is a natural decision to

adapt the Navier-Stokes equations while holding simplifying assumptions and

approximations to a minimum. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are treated

x. 1N1‘Ro¤UCnoN 2



by the Reynolds tirne-averaging process for the description of the equations of motion

for turbulent flows. The time-averaging process produces new unknowns, called the

apparent or Reynolds stresses, from the nonlinear convective term, which must be

deterrnined in some way to close the system of equations. The nonlinearity of the

equations causes interactions between fluctuations of different wavelengths and

directions, and, as a result, the wavelengths of the motion usually extend all the way

from a maximum set by the width of the flow to a minimum set by the viscous

dissipation of energy. The mechanism that spreads the motion over a large range of

wavelengths is vortex stretching. Energy enters the turbulence ifthe vortex elements are

aligned in the right sense to be stretched by mean velocity gradients. Naturally, the part

of the motion that can best interact with the mean flow is that whose length scales are

not too small compared to the mean·flow width, and this large-scale motion carries most

of the energy and Reynolds stresses in the turbulence. The lifetime of the large eddies

is long enough so that they may travel downstream for a distance many times the width

of the flow. Therefore, the Reynolds stresses at a given position depend significantly on

the upstream history, and are not uniquely specified by the local mean velocity

gradient(s) as the viscous stress in larninar flows. This is why one needs transport

equations to describe turbulence.

To account for the transport of the Reynolds stresses the k - c turbulence closure

model can be utilized. This model is currently considered to be the best in predicting

complex turbulent flows such as boundary layers, jets, wakes, and flows with pressure

gradient, swirl, separation, heat transfer, and many three-dimensional flows[3l,l32-139].

This two·equation model is correct only at high Reynolds numbers, because the

definition of the rate ofdissipation is valid only when local isotropy prevails. Therefore,

these raw equations cannot be directly applied to flows with solid boundaries. A
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modification for the low Reynolds number region near a wall should be_made[l2l,l40].

Also, an abrupt large swirling component gives extra straining, and therefore the

treatment for its effect should be included.

The success of the simulation for flows past a propeller depends largely on the proper

discription of propeller effects. The momentum theory[4,5], lifting line theory[6-8], and

variable-load actuator disk[9,l0] have been used as mathematical models. In this study

the actuator disk is used to model the propeller, which can avoid the periodic

tirne-dependent, three-dimensional analysis when each blade is considered. The

propeller is modeled by a disk with constant radius and thickness equal to the propeller

radius and thichness. The thrust and torque are allowed to vary radially and arbitrarily,

but which sum up to the global values of the total thrust and torque. This thrust and

torque are converted into body forces, distributed appropriately into the actuator disk

volume and acting at the location of the propeller[8l-83].

The finite element method is, in principle, applicable to any well-posed equation set.

Its general procedure is as follows: An approximate functional representation for each

element variable is chosen. These approximations are then substituted into the

governing equations in place of the original variables. This replacement produces a set

of equations for the unknowns at nodal points. These approximate representations are

then each multiplied by linearly independent set of weighting functions and integrated

over the solution domain. The Galerkin approach, used in this study, is distinguished

from other weighting methods by employing the same approximation functions in both

the functional representation and the weighting functions. At least for a symmetric

positive-definite system characterizing elliptic equation sets, this approach is known to

produce thebest solution from the chosen family of approximate solutions[ll]. Using
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this approach, one can select a nonuniformly graded computational mesh, seek solutions

in irregular flow domains and avoid difficulties in applying boundary conditions.

FIDAP[l2], a general purpose fluid dynamics code using the finite element method,

was modified for the treatment of the wall and extra straining effects. To illustrate the

performance of the lt — s turbulence model with these modifications, four problems

were solved and compared with available measurements. They are a flow through a

sudden pipe expansion, the wake behind an axisymmetric slender body, and shear flows

past a propeller, ducted and nonducted. It is hoped that this investigation will produce

not only a good demonstration of the performance of the two-equation model, but also

a few steps into future studies on general complex turbulent flow problems.

1.2 Literature Review

The survey and review of the previous work in the same field is of importance to

computational investigations. Here four major topics are considered which are closely

related to the content in this work:

1. flow over a sudden pipe expansion,

2. nonducted propeller,

3. ducted propeller,

4. finite element method applied to turbulent flow problems.

Each of these is now discussed in detail.
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1.2.1 Flow through a Sudden Pipe Expansion .

Flow through a sudden pipe expansion has drawn much interest of workers in the

field of turbulence modeling. This specific problem, with the companion problem of a

backward facing step, has not only many practical applications to sudden·dump

combustion chambers, diffusers, buildings, airfoils with separation bubbles, and human

vascular system, etc, but also many physically interesting features. The flow is suddenly

separated from a wall and adjusts itself to newly found surroundings. It demonstrates

the complicated nature in the reattachment region and its effect on the slow recovery to

the ordinary boundary layer flow. A key feature of the flow is the splitting of the shear

layer at reattachment, where one part of the flow is deflected upstream into the

recirculating flow region to supply the entrainment; the other part continues

downstream and is developed slowly. ‘

Many workers have dealt with this separating, recirculating, and redeveloping flow

problem. Experimental investigations for the flow over a sudden enlargement of pipe

diameter were made by Back er al.[l3] and Moon er aI.[l4]. The former was restricted

to low Reynolds numbers. The latter successfully compared their predictions for the

mean flow variables and reattachment distance with their measurements by solving the

Navier-Stokes equations with the k — 1: turbulence model. They compared their

measured reattachment distance with other investigations also[l3,l5,l6]. The

reattachment distance was shown to be consistantly between 6 and 9 step heights.

lt was clearly demonstrated in the 1968 Stanford conference[l7] that the boundary

layer calculation methods would not cope with this flow around the separated and

reattached regions, where the boundary layer approximation was violated. Since then,
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most numerical investigations into the sudden pipe expansion problem have used the

Navier~Stokes equations with the two-equation or higher-order model. Besides Moon,

er aI.’s numerical prediction, Smith applied the finite element formulation for the

Navier-Stokes equations with the k — 6 or q —f turbulence model to solve and to test

his own two-equation model[l8,19], where q denotes the square-root of k and f the

characteristic frequency of large scale motion. He decoupled the two equations for the

turbulence transport quantities from the mean flow equations. His altemating

Newton-Raphson method experienced convergence difliculties. Chieng er aI.[20]

employed the k -6 model of turbulence with a two-layer wall function method to

simulate the flow and heat transfer in the separated flow region created by an abrupt

pipe expansion. The calculated reattachment point was 8 step heights downstream of

the expansion. A similar wall treatment was adapted by Amano[21,22] for the k — 6

model of turbulence to predict heat transfer in the separated flow region. The predicted

reattachment distance was reported at around 7 step heights. Later, he utilized a

Reynolds stress model[23] for the same problem and compared the predicted results of

the k — 6 turbulence model with experimental data. To incorporate wall effects into the

Reynolds stress model, the wall redistribution term was used for the low~Reynolds

number form, which was proposed by Launder er aI.[24]. lt was shown that the

inference of the necessity ofusing the Reynolds stress computations in this complex flow

field, rather than the isotropic turbulence model of using the k — 6 model was weakened

by a lack of substantial improvement in the predictions.

Flow over a backward facing step, physically similar to the flow past a sudden pipe

expansion, has been an even more attractive problem to many workers. This problem

has been investigated in many experiments[25-27] and by many numerical
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predictions[28-35]. There are also good reviews for general two-dimensional separating

and reattaching flows[25,36·38].

1.2.2 Nonducted Propeller

Early approaches to solving axisymmetric flow problems for the case of a propeller

on a slender body aimed at the prediction of the effective wake inflow. The effective

wake inflow is defined to be the apparent wake profile with propeller in operation minus

the propeller-induced velocity profile. This effective wake profile is an important input

to propeller design and is essential for the correct prediction of power, cavitation

performence, and unsteady forces. The first theoretical attack to obtaining the effective

wake inflow past a body of revolution was done by Nelson[39] in 1972, who developed

a computer program to calculate the effective wake from the measured nominal wake

and the static pressure distribution across the boundary layer. The nominal wake is the

velocity profile at the location of a propeller in the absence of the propeller.

This was followed by Huang er aI.[1-3], field over axisymmetric bodies using

linearized potential theory and boundary layer approximations. They compared

theoretical results with their own experimental data, and the agreement was satisfactory

before separation occurred. In 1981, Huang and Groves[3] successfully predicted the

effective wake of a propeller on axisymmetric bodies for five different cases using the

same linearized theory.

In 1982, some related analysis work was applied in the process ofpropeller cavitation

prcdiction[40]. The method of Huang and Groves was used to modify the

circumferential mean velocity field. The assumed method predicts not only the
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circumferential mean effective wake velocity, but also the amount of the contraction

of the stream tubes which occurs forward of the propeller disk. The analysis produced

cuwes of the effective wake in terms of radial distance and blade angles, and also

obtained the Fourier coefficients of the harmonic series with respect to the blade angle.

The first attempt to solve the Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence modeling

applied to the combination of a body and propeller was done by Schetz and

Favin[4l,42]. The stem-mounted propeller on a slender axisymmetric body was modeled

as an actuator disk which could be arbitrarily arranged in space with arbitrary radial

distributions of thrust and torque. The turbulence exchange processes were described

by an integrated turbulent kinetic energy equation. The unsteady equations were cast

in terms of vorticity and a stream function. Since an unsteady formulation was

employed to develop a desired steady-state solution, the number of iterations to get the

converged solution was shown to depend very much on the initial guess. Their

prediction was compared with experimental data measured by Schetz and

Jakubowski[43], who made extensive measurements for the turbulent intensities and the

Reynolds stresses for three cases: I) pure drag body, 2) self-propelled by axial fluid

injection, and 3) self-propelled by a propeller. All of their cases are for an identical

axisymmetric fore-body.

The predictions revealed several shortcomings as listed below:

l) The details of the near·wall region of the body boundary layer were not treated

explicitly because the propeller was assumed to dorninate the flow development.

2) The predicted average values of the turbulent kinetic energy at two locations were

about 35% higher than the measured values.
l
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3) The computed axial velocity distribution obtained at two propeller diameter

downstream was found to be good, but showed discrepancy near the axisymmetric

line.
A

4) The absolute level of the maximum swirl velocity predicted was low.

5) An integrated form of the turbulent kinetic energy equation does not account in

detail for the radial transport of the turbulent kinetic energy and the Reynolds

stresses.

As a result of all of these, a suggestion of a more elaborate model for turbulence

transport including wall and swirl effects was made.

Recently, Thomas[83] solved the three~dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations for the predictions of wake field downstream of a propeller·driven slender

body with an appendage on top. The turbulence transport was modeled by the

integrated turbulent kinetic energy model for an inner boundary layer, the mixing~length

model for an outer boundary layer, and a planar wake model. Slip condition was

imposed on the body surface. Actuator disk theoty was used for modeling a propeller,

which radially distributed the equivalent body forces on the propeller volume.

Predictions resulted in a good agreement with measurements[l98]. However, they

showed some room for improvement near wall region.

1.2.3 Ducted Propeller

A ducted propeller is essentially an ordinary propeller, which is enclosed

circumferentially by a thin circular fairing whose cross section along the principal

direction is of an airfoil shape. The diameter of the fairing is usually considerably
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smaller than that of the corresponding normal propeller with similar performance, and

the number of blades is increased. Through the effect of the duct wall, the occurrence

of the trailing vortices at the blade tips is restricted or even avoided for a sufficiently

small clearance between blade tips and the duct.

The first serious experiments on a ducted propeller were made in Italy by L. Stipa[44]

in 1931. He conducted systematic wind tunnel tests which indicated the benefits to be

gained by shrouding propellers for static operation and low speed flight. For some

reason, however, credit for the invention of a ducted propeller has generally been given

to Kort[45] in Germany in 1934. In fact, the ducted propeller is frequently referred to

as the 'Kort nozzle" if it accelerates flow.

Since the l930's, interest in the ducted propeller has become more widespread. By

choosing the proper type of duct, the velocity at a propeller can be increased(Kort

nozzle) or decreased(pump-jet). The first type is used for thrust augmentation ofheavily

loaded propellers, e.g., in hovering flight and V/STOL aircraft, and in tugs, pushboats,

and trawlers. The second is also widely used for increasing Mach number of the

propeller in air and for increasing cavitation inception speed for a propeller in water.

For naval ships a reduction in noise level can be obtained which may be of importance

for tactical reasons.

Theoretical investigations of ducted propellers have been concentrated to a large

extent on the linearized theory for an axisymmetric duct in a uniform llow[46,47]. In the

design process, the propeller and duct are treated separately, and a process of iteration

is usedto obtain the mutual interaction. For the linearized theory[48,49], the following

assumptions_ were generally made:
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1) The fluid is inviscid and no separation occurs on the duct. _

2) The duct can be represented mathematically by a distribution of ring vortices and

ring sources along a cylinder of constant diameter.

3) The trailing vortex system of the duct, if it exists, has the constant diameter ofthe

duct and extends to infinity.

These foregoing assumptions apply only to the duct. The propeller alone is modeled by
I

either the momentum theory, lifting line theory, or an actuator disk.

There were a few investigations of the nonlinear theory of ducted propellers which

were applied to the duct only and not to the propeller. A nonlinear approximation,

based on the second·order airfoil theory, was tested by Morgan[50], Chaplin[5l], and

Meyerhol1[52]. Some difficulty was reported in obtaining solutions for arbitrary duct

shapes with the numerical approximations of the type used by Chaplin and Meyerhoffl

The theoretical predictions have been satisfactory ifno separation occurs on the duct

and if viscous effects are negligible. The nonlinear theory has been known better than

the linearized theory[48]. Very recently, the panel method was applied to a problem of

two·dimensional hydrofoil, a propeller with hub and axisymmetric duct in uniform flow

[53].

1.2.4 Finite Element Method for Turbulent Flows

In the past, the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations has mainly been

achieved by the finite difference technique. The altemative finite element method, well

proven in the structural mechanics field, has certain advantages over the finite difference
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methods. These are the ease with which irregular geometries, non-uniform meshes, and

imposition of appropriate boundary conditions can be applied. Numerous successful

attempts have been made to solve the Navier-Stokes equations for a variety of laminar

flows by the finite element method[54-63]. Theoretical aspects are well discussed in

references]l 1] and [63-66].

The application of the finite element method to the Navier~Stokes equations for

turbulent flows is relatively new. lt has been pursued by several groups. A group of

workers at Swansea, U. K., used the fmite element method to solve both fully developed

and developing turbulent flows in pipes[67]. A modified Van Driest model for effective

viscosity was used and a logarithmic element was developed for use near a wall region,

such that the element shape function depicted a typical velocity profile in this region.

The results with the special element compared favorably with experimental results, but

the use of conventional elements resulted in appreciable errors. This problem was solved

again by adapting a wall damping function near the wall[68].

The same group used the mixing-length model for the simulation of turbulent coaxial

jet flow. The results of the finite element analysis compared favorably with the results

of experiment and of a finite difference method. They found that the empirical

determination ofa length scale was difficult, and therefore eliminated the need to specify

the length scale by implementing the transport equations for k and kl into the same

finite element code, where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and I is the characteristic

length scale. This two·equation model was successfully applied to fully developed pipe

and channel flows. A similar approach, based on the mixing length model, was utilized

for the formulations of the boundary layer and the Navier-Stokes equations for the

prediction of the wake behind a prolate spheroid[69]. The latter formulation produced
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better agreement with experimental data than the former. This was probably due to the

fact that the inflow boundary was located at the stem of the body where the validity of

the boundary layer approximation was questionable. The application of the same

k - kl model to fully developed pipe flow was presented in reference[70]. The general

formulation for k and k — kl models was reviewed in the paper. The predictions of the

one- and two·equation models do not show notable difference in the mean flow

quantities. This is due to the use of a very accurate expression for the length scale in the

pipe flow.

In reference[7l] it was illustrated that the fmite element method can be used to

analyze turbulent flows, in the presence of a prescribed pressure gradient, by means of

the two-equation model by solving the boundary layer equations for a fully developed

channel flow and a plane mixing layer. Mean flow variables and turbulent intensity

compared favorably with experiments. However, convergence difficulties were

experienced and the iteration scheme of the underrelaxed successive substitution was

essential to ensure convergence.

Recirculating flow downstream of a backward facing step by the finite element

method was analyzed with the one-equation model and the Navier-Stokes equations [35].

The effect of streamline upwind was investigated for both laminar and turbulent flows.

It was claimed that the use of upwind elements was necessary for some laminar flow

problems, but that their use was not required in the turbulent flow regime. The same

authors employed the k - c model to solve the same problem[33,34]. A special treatment

of the wall shear stress near the reattachment point required a priori knowledge of the

location of this point. The model was found to be underpredictive with regard to the
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reattachment distance although the velocity distribution and the turbulent kinetic energy

were predicted within a reasonable agreement.

Baker er al. at the University of Tennessee is one of the very active groups of using

the finite element method for turbulent flows. Three-dimensional, steady, Reynolds time

averaged Navier~Stokes equations for compressible heat-conducting fluid are

parabolized by deleting the diffusion terms parallel to the direction of the incoming

flow[72]. A general statement of the fmite element solution algorithm was derived, based

on the Galerkin weighted residual and on an implicit integration algorithm. The Poisson

equation for pressure is cast into complementary and particular parts[73], yielding an

iterative interaction algorithm forrnulation. Accuracy and convergence of the algorithm

were extensively tested for many problems. They applied their algorithm with good

agreement to predict the perturbation velocity field around an airfoil[72,74], turbulent

boundary layer flow[75], flow past an airfoil trailing edge[76], and three~dimensional

subsonic V/STOL jet in a cross flow[77], all using the k — s turbulence model with a

damping function for the wall treatment. The parabolized formulation of the

Navier-Stokes equations was also utilized for turbulent boundary layer flows with the

use of the mixing length model and for three-dimensional turbulent flow in a square duct

with the use of the algebraic Reynolds stress model[78]. Qualitative agreement was

reported for the flow in the square duct.

Smith and Sutton at Berkeley, U. K., used the Van Driest eddy viscosity to solve

fully developed and developing pipe flows[79]. The linear element was found to be

satisfactory in the analysis of the fully developed flow, but it gave rise to an oscillatory

behavior in the axial velocity and wall shear stress in the developing flow. This

instability could be eleminated by adapting a quadratic rather than a linear streamline
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variation in effective viscosity. Later, they solved the fully developed pipe flow using the

k — e model with a wall function method[80]. An inconveniently good initial guess was

found necessary to achieve the convergence of the Newton-Raphson method. Extension

to more complicated flows was attempted in reference[l8], where the recirculating flow

in a sudden pipe expansion was explored. The convergence difiicuty experienced with

the Newton-Raphson method was reported again.

An altemative two·equation turbulence model, the q —f model, was suggested by

Smith[l9], which was designed to overcome the difficulty reported in reference[l8]. Here

q is the square·root ofk andfis the characteristic frequency of large scale motion which

can be interpreted also as the vorticity of large scale eddies. The agreement with

experiment was shown better for the sudden pipe expansion. However, the existence of

a real solution for q andfon any node, for any grid and any set ofboundary conditions,

could not be guaranteed.

Schetz er al. at Virginia Tech have concentrated mainly on the three-dimensional

turbuent flow past a propeller. In reference[8l] the Navier-Stokes equations are solved

for the simulation of the three-dimensional flow past a propeller in a shear flow.

Turbulence transport was modeled by an integrated turbulent kinetic energy eqation[82]

and the actuator disk theory was used for modeling the propeller. Mean flow quantities

compared favorably with measured data. The prediction of swirl component was a

major improvement over the same kind of previous analyzes[7,4l,42]. Later in

reference[83] the above method was modified for the prediction of wake field from a

propeller-driven slender body with an appendage on top. The turbulence model included

the integrated turbulent kinetic energy model for an inner boundary layer, the
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mixing·length model for an outer boundary layer, and a planar wake model. Good

correlation of the theory with the measurements was reported[83]

One other notable group in this area is Larock and Schamber at the Univeristy of

California in Davis, Califomia. In reference[85] the steady Navier-Stokes equations ,

treated by the Galerkin weighted residual precedure, were solved for fully developed

channel and pipe flows. Two k -6 turbulence models, proposed by Hanjelic and

Launder[86] and Gibson and Launder[87], were compared with measurements and finite

difference solutions. Wall boundary conditions were applied at the edge ofthe turbulent

flow regime away from the wall. The Hanjelic and Launder model results compared

better with Hanjelic and Launder's experiments and the finite difference solution than

the Gibson and Launder model. However, both models revealed some discrepancy in

turbulence parameters. Later the same authors extended their applicaiton of the k — 6

model to the determination of the flow pattém in a circular sedimentation basin. The

performance of the Newton method, in combination with the flip-flop method between

two sets ofequations for mean variables and turbulence transport quantities, was shown

to be very sensitive to the closeness of an initialization vector to the ultimate solution

vector. They closed with a suggestion of three other solution schemes that would offer

some intriguing possibilities as replacement candidates for the Newton method.
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2. TURBULENCE MODELING

In turbulent flow, studies we have a complete set of the equations of motion, the

Navier-Stokes equations, which can describe the motion of fluid flows at any instant of

time. But, the full three-dimensional, time-dependent equations for turbulent flows

cannot be solved numerically with present computer facilities. For engineering purposes,

the instantaneous values may not be nesessary, and therefore time-averaged values and

global descriptions for the flow characteristics are sought. However, the time·averaging

process eliminates some of the information to be contained in the Navier·Stokes

equations and increases the number of unknowns larger than the number of equations

by substituting the apparent Reynolds stresses for the actual transfer ofmomentum due

to the velocity fluctuations. Now, the problem is how to supply the information lost

during the time averaging for the time-averaged Reynolds equations. The Reynolds

stresses, — p EE} , should be modeled in a proper way that the missing information be

recovered. A transport equation for each of the Reynolds stresses can be constructed,

but this only increases the unknowns, and the set of equations would not be closed in

this way. An alternative is to use a finite number of equations and supply the missing
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information from experiments. This makes the basis of the turbulence transport

modeling. ~

2.1 Reynolds Time—Ave1·aged Navier-Stokes Equations

The governing differential equations for the mean quantities of incompressible

turbulent flows, the following Reynolds tirne·averaging process[88·93], are expressed in

terms of tensor notation:

continuity equation

öU,
= O (2.1)

momentum equations

6 U1 Ü U1 l öP ö am —
ör “" (Ö 6,9 ‘ " P öxl + 6,9 (" 6,9 (2*2)

Here, the quantities of the capital letters indicate the time-averaged values, which are

defined as

_ 1
:„+1·

U, E Ilm 7-

IA
U]’

(x, z)d1 (2.3)
T-•oo ,0

while the instantaneous velocity component in the x, - direction,
U,’,

is decomposed as
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UI,
= U} + lll

·whereu, is the fluctuation quantity in the same direction. Pressure is also decomposed

similarly. The Reynolds equations are an exact description of the mean flow quantities

since no assumption has been made in deriving them. However, the equations cannot

be solved as they are because of the correlations of the fluctuating velocities, E , which
° must be considered as new unknowns. It should be noted that the turbulence

correlations come from the convective derivative of the momentum equations during the

averaging process. Physically, these correlations, multiplied by the density p , represent

the transport ofmomentum by turbulent fluctuations; they act similar to stresses on the

fluid and are, therefore, called the apparent turbulent or Reynolds stresses. The term

— pä is the transport of the x,·momentum in the direction ag or vice versa.

To proceed further, the new unknowns must be determined in some way. Exact
l

transport equations can be derived for E, but these equations include turbulence

correlations of the next higher order. Therefore, the equations camiot be closed in this

way. A turbulence model must be introduced which makes assumptions regarding the

relationships between the turbulence correlations and the time-mean flow variables.

These relationships may be expressed as differential and/or algebraic equations which

together with the mean flow equations, (2.1) and (2.2), form a closed set of equations.

This need has spurred the development of numerous mathematical models for turbulent

flows, especially

in the past two decades; review of these modeling efforts describing the several major

approaches and different levels of complexity should refer to references[94·l05].
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2.2 Eddy- Viscosity Concept .

The concepts of various models can be classified into the eddy viscosity models, the

Reynolds stress models, and the large eddy sirnulations. The main features that

distinguish models come from the particular closure technique that expresses the

modeled quantities in terms of the mean velocity field, the mean turbulent field, or the

large eddy structures as well as the small scale turbulence.

The eddy viscosity concept was originated at the suggestion of Boussinesq[l07]. It

assumes that the turbulent stresses are the products of an effective viscosity and the

mean velocity gradients. In general, for high Reynolds number flows this idea is

expressed as

_ ÖU1 aw 2-u,uj=v,(-$+7;:;-)— ?k6„ (2.5)

where k denotes the turbulent kinetic energy , and the effective viscosity, v,, is the

turbulent or eddy viscosity, which is not a fluid property but a field variable. The eddy

viscosity is interpreted as being a product of the local length scale and the local velocity

scale characteristic of the large scale turbulent motion. Hence, the eddy viscosity can

be written as

v, ~ v' L (2.6)

where v'( = J?) is the root·mean-squared transverse fluctuation velocity with which the

eddies move in relation to the surrounding fluid.
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The subtraction of the second part of Eq. (2.5) assures that the sum of the normal

stresses is equal to 2k. It is necessary to make the expression valid also for the normal

stresses. When i=j for an incompressiblefluid,‘°

— 2 ü + 2k 2k_ ulul — " V: öxl = (2-7)

hence
I

k = é- (ui + ug + ¤§) (2.8)

Eq.(2.7) indicates that the summation of all the normal stresses. which substantially act

like the pressure force, is twice the turbulent kinetic energy. The expression for W} in

Eq.(2.5) is used to replace E in the momentum equation, and the turbulent kinetic

energy term is irnplicitly added to the pressure gradient term so that the static pressure

effectively becomes P+%k . Therefore, the appearence of k in Eq.(2.5) does not

necessitate the determination of k.

There can be many kinds of closure models with Boussir1esq's idea according to the

way of determination of the velocity and length scales. They are often referred to as the

zero-, one-, and two-equation models in reference to the number of the supplementary

transport equations used for closure. The zero-equation models are those that rely
on) A

specifying the velocity and length scales in terms of the mean flow quantities. The one-

and two-equation models obtain the velocity scale from a solution of the modeled form

of the turbulent kinetic energy equation, and a specified length scale in the one·equation

approach or a solution of the modeled length scale equation in the two·equation

approach._
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2.3 Turbulence Closure Models .

2.3.1 Zero·Equatio11 Models

In 1925 Prandtl[l07] suggested the mixing·length hypothesis similar to the mean free
path of the kinetic gas theory[89,90]. He explained that velocity fluctuations are induced
by the transverse motion due to the axial momentum difference as

.. 42w 1,„I dy I (2.9)

Hence the velocity correlation is expressed as

— * ~ 1* ül ä 2.10uv M

Iwherethe sign of — W is determined by that of dU/dy . Since the Reynolds stresses
are expressed in terms of onlythe mixing length and the local mean velocity gradient,
the resultant goveming equations use partial differential equations only for the mean
flow variables and no transport equations for the tluctuating quantities. This, with an
algebraic eddy viscosity model, is so·called the mean flow model.

These models assume that the flow is in local equilibrium or nearly in a state of
selflpreservation and that the turbulence is isotropic. A self-preserving flow is one in
which the profiles of mean velocity and of other quantities like the Reynolds stresses,

when measured from a suitable origin, are geometrically similar at all streamwise

positions. U Turbulent flows usually take up the self-preserving forms if the boundary
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conditions allow. For instance, the outer region of the boundary layer on a flat plate

at high Reynolds number is very close to the selflpreservation with
A

U- U„ y A
T = /i(—·)

6

(2.11)
.V$,7 = Mg)

where the boundary layer thickness 6 is a function of x and u. is the friction velocity(

= , ). These expressions and the defmitions of the eddy viscosity and the mixing

length give
A

vr Y
wö - J3( ö )

(2.12)!„„ y
jf — M;)

By local equilibrium, it is meant that the turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated at the

same rate as it is generated, so that there cannot be any influence of the turbulent

fluctuations at other points or at earlier times at the same point in the flow. The

logarithmic part of the inner region of a boundary layer in pressure gradient and at any

Reynolds number is close to local equilibrium where the only relevant length scale is y.

In this case

v, = x u. y
(2.13)/„„ = »<.v

But, these simple formulae for v, and I,,, are the results solely of the dimensional analysis.

Any dimensionally-correct theory with a disposable constant would give the same results

irrespective of its physical correctness.
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The zero·equation models are valid only when the convective and diffusive
transports are neglible as in the local equilibrium flow, Eq.(2.l3), or when the ratio of
the generation or destruction of the Reynolds stress is a function of only as in the

seltlpreserving flow, Eqs.(2.ll)·(2.l2). The simple behavior of the eddy viscosity and
mixing length in a simple, thin shear layer is not maintained in more complicated cases
like multiple shear layers, flows with a significant extra rate of strain, recirculating flows,
and three-dimensional flows.

An attßmpt to obtain a generally valid relation for the rnixing length to maintain
nonzero shear stress with zero velocity gradient was made as von Karman's similarity

hypothesis[l08], which is based on the supposition that the structure of the turbulent

motion is similar everywhere and that the length scale at any point is determined by the

distribution of the mean velocity in the immediate neighborhood of the point. With
these assumptions, the relation

1,„ = xl I (2.14)

was derived for the mixing length in a two-dimensional mean shear flow, where ic

denotes an empirical constant. This formula agrees with experiments for flows near the

wall, but it has no general validity. In jets and wakes the velocity profiles have inflection
l

points so that Eq.(2.l4) yields an infmite mixing length. Little use has, therefore, been

made of von Karman's formula.

There have been several attempts to improve the algebraic eddy viscosity model to

account for extra strain, but these attempts have had limited success. Bradshaw[l09]
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made corrections for the length scale for flows with streamline curvature or with

buoyancy, which are given by

L _ ße
Lo

— 1 + ÖU/ay (2.15)

for the curved flows and

L
Lu = 1-ßR, (2.16)

for the bouyancy. Here L, is the length scale of a simple shear layer, ß an empirical

constant, e the extra strain rate, and R, the gradient Richardson number. For example,

e
-

2U/R for flows with a longitudinal curvature R and e == 2w for flows with a rotation.

A detailed discussion is given in Bradshaw[l10].

An extention to three-dimensional flows was carried by Rotta[lll]. He wrote

-1W(2.17)

- "'mg vr(axz°%+azz°%g/°)

where a„= l-(1- 7)sin*ß, a,,=(1 — T)sinßcosß, a„=1-(1—T)cos‘ß, and T is a

prescribed constant, and tan ß = W]U. This model has been used by Cousteix and

Mueller[l12] for a three·dimensional shear flow. The model has not been very

successful; the value of T had to be varied from one flow to another for a good

prediction.
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Nakkasyan and Rhyming[ll3,l12] have introduced an anisotropic eddy viscosity
model for three dimensional flows, given by

.. öU - öW—uv = v,E_,(··ä;·), —vw = v,E„(?) (2.18)

where E and E, are functions of the mean velocity shear stresses and the curvature of
the streamline.

2.3.2 One-Equation Models i

2.3.2.1 Prandtl energy method

The simplest models accounting for the transport and history effects of turbulence
use a transport equation for a suitable velocity scale of the turbulent motion. Generally,

./F is taken as such a scale, where k is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass, which

is a good measure of the intensity of the turbulent fluctuations in the three directions.

Kolmogorov[l14] and Prandt1[ll5] used this velocity scale with the eddy viscosity

concept, which is expressed as .

_ V, = cw/FL, (2.19)

where c, is a constant which needs to be determined empirically, and L is a length scale
similar to, but not equal to, the mixing length I,,,. The equation for the turbulent kinetic
energy is obtained by multiplying the Navier-Stokes equations by the three fluctuation

components of velocity respectively and then taking average and summing with the use

of the continuity of Eq.(2.l). This equation reads as
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Ä ök _ 6 lp ... ölä öw öw
ät + IL ax!

— - öx! |:u,(k + P )] — u,uj ax]
— v av (.):9 (2.20)

The terms in the lef’t·hand side are the time rate of change and the convective derivative

of the turbulent kinetic energy. The first term in the right-hand side is the diffusive

transport term due to velocity and pressure fluctuations. The second, - 7,:7%, the
J

only term connecting the mean motion and the fluetuating motion, is the production

term. Large eddies obtain energy from the mean shearing motion and supply energy to

smaller eddies, which lose energy to even smaller eddies in their turn, and so on until the

eddies are so small that they lose so much energy by direct action ofviscous stresses that

no smaller eddies can be formed. The last term in the right-hand side is the rate of

energy dissipation lost by the smallest eddies.

With the diffusion and the dissipation terms modeled and with the eddy·viscosity

formula, the turbulent kinetic energy equation becomes

ök ök _ 6 vl Ä öl/1 öl/} ölh km
6: + U' öx, ‘ 6;, ( ¤k 6;, )+ “‘(

6;, + öx, ) 669 °° 1. (2*21)

where 6, is a turbulent Prandtl number of order l and c,, is an empirical constant of the

same order. The equation (2.21) is valid only for high Reynolds numbers. Values ofthe

empirical constants, c, 6,, = 0.8 and 6, = 1, were suggested by Launder and Spalding[9l].

2.3.2.2 Bradshaw et aI’smodelln

1967 Bradshaw er aI.[l 16] developed an one—equation model for two—dimensional

flows which does not employ the eddy·viscosity concept. Their model converts the
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turbulent kinetic energy equation into a differential equation for the turbulent shear

stress. They made assumptions that the turbulent intensity is directly proportional to

the local shear stress, and that the energy diffusion is also directly proportional to the

local shear stress with a factor depending on the maximum value of the shear stress, and

also that the dissipation Iatß is determined by the local shear stress and a length scale

depending on % which is similar to the assumption made by Prandtl. The modeled

equation is

vw LE- F-; -6vöy(Gü7)+uv ay- L (2.22)

where

al = :0.3

V (l7;)max yG = TIM?) (2-23)

L - L

This model was intended only for wall boundary layer llows; whence the approxmations

made in the derivation of the equation are (i) the boundary·layer approximation, which

implies that there is no pressure gradient normal to the wall and (ii) that a,, L, and G
U

· change much more slowly than W and U in the primary direction, so that they can be

regarded as well-behaved coefficients rather than variables, which is supposed to be true

in the boundary layer before separation. lt should be noted that they did not employ

the gradient-diffusion form, äg, but the present form of the first term on the right

hand side of Eq.(2.22), which renders the system of equations for the mean motion to
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become hyperbolic. Therefore, the method of characterics is used to solve reduced

ordinary differential equations containing gradients along the characteristic lines.

The model works fairly well in many wall boundary-layer calculations. But it does

not work for jets and wakes and even for wall bounded shear flows through channels and

pipes, where =·· 0.3 is not true, since W changes its sign somewhere in the flow region.

This model is only for unconfmed wall boundary layer flows.

2.3.2.3 General features .

Conceptual advantages of the treatment of the transport and the history effects in

one-equation models over the zero-equation models are nullified because the length scale

L appearing in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) is usually determined empirically as the mixing

length I,. This empirical specification works quite well for many simple shear flows. ln

complex flows, however, L is equally difficult to prescribe as the mixing length I,.

Therefore, the application of the one-equation models is restricted mainly to simple

shear flows. And the empirical constants, c, and c„, contained in the Prandtl energy

equation are applicable only to flow regions with high Reynolds numbers locally.

_ Hence, they are not valid very near the wall and the introduction of the wall functions

is inevitable. 1-lassid and Poreh[ll7] and Reynolds[96] have proposed low

Reynolds—number versions for Prandt1's and Bradshaw er aI.'s one-equation models that

allow an integration right to the wall. Their modications suffer from either poor

predictions or additional restrictions.

‘
Generally speaking, one-equation models do not show better performance than the

zero-equation models in predicting general complex flows even with additional
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computational effort. For simple flows, the zero-equation models work as well as the

one-equation models do. Hence, most workers have abandoned the one-equation model

in favor of the two·equation or Reynolds·stress models.

2.3.3 Two·Equation Models

The length scale of a turbulent motion is subject to the transport and history

processes in a similar way to the turbulent kinetic energy. In order to account for these

processes and to tum around the diiliculties in finding generally valid forrnulae for

prescribing or calculating L, several models were suggested that use a transport equation

for the length scale. However, the variable need not necessary be the length scale itselii

any combination with k will suflice, since k can be deterrnined by the transport equation

for k. The equation for the variable, say Z, which is a function ofk and L,

FL F@5-+ U, = %(—‘l,,T ä) + c,,%1=,, — + s (2.24)

where 6,, 6,, and 6,, are empirical constants, P, is the production of the turbulent kinetic

energy defined in —Eqs.(2.20) and (2.21), and S represents a secondary source term which

is different according to the choice of Z.

The earliest and least used equation is for a frequency (= „/k/L) by

Kolrnogorov{l 14]. Chou[l18], Davidov[l19], Harlow and Nakayama[l20], and Jones

and Launder[l2l] suggested an equation for the dissipation rate s( = km/L). Rotta[122]

proposed an equation for kL, which was used later by Rodi and Spalding[l23] for free

jets and by Ng and Spalding[l24, 125] for boundary layers near the wall. A k - w model,
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where w is the turbulence vorticity density (wa- k/L'), was suggested and tested by

Spalding[l26] and Gibson and Spalding[l27]; a similar model was proposed

independently by Saffman[128] for an inhomogeneous flow, which was modified later for

generality[l29,l30]. Smith[l9] proposed and tested the q —fmodel with a flow through

a sudden pipe expansion, where q andfare a square~root of the turbulent kinetic energy

and a frequency, respectively. The terms in the equations for different Z'.: may be

considered to be equivalent to the terms in Eq.(2.20), except the diffusion term and the

secondary source term which is important only near the wall. Thus, the main difference

rests on the diffusion term. Launder and Spalding[l3l] claimed that the difference is

unimportant in free shear flows, but that near the wall the gradient assumption for the

diffusion term with a single constant appears to work better for Z = e than for any other

variable. Furthermore, it is easier to apply wall boundary conditions with the 6: —

equation which will be discussed later. For these reasons, the e — equation has been

considerably more popular than any other length scale equation.

The modeled equations for k and e are

ök ak L L L; alb alb alb
ät + U2 öx, - öx, ( °k öx, ) + vl Ö1} + öx, öx,

_
E (2*26)

ö= LL - L L L L _ L6: + Ul ax, ‘ ax, ( ¤„ ax, ) + ‘·*
k Pk °=¢ 1. (2*26)

where P, is the production of the turbulent kinetic energy defined as the second term on

the right hand side of Eq.(2.25). To close the equations the Kolmogorov-Prandtl

relation is again utilized. Since 6 = ka/'/L,

A v, = = cln/k L (2.27)
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is identical to Eq.(2.9). The five empirical constants may be determined

analytically with the help of a simple experiment. The details are in·Rodi[97]. The

values recommended by Launder and Spalding[l3l] and generally accepted are as

follows:

cß = 0.09
' 2 l•0

oe = 1.3

cd = 1.44

6,2 = 1.92
1

It should be remarked that the equation for e may be constructed directly from the

equation for k. Since k is linearly dependent on 6 in view ofEq.(2.25), 6 — equation can

be made just by multiplying 6/k to each tenn of the k — equation with modilications for

the empirical constants.

This two-equation model is true only at high Reynolds numbers, because the rate

of dissipation is equal to the molecular kinetic viscosity times the fluctuating vorticity,

v which is valid only when local isotropy prevails. Therefore, these raw

equations cannot be directly applied for flows with solid boundaries. Many

modilications to the k—a model near the wall have been proposed, which can be

grouped into the wall function methods, the low Reynolds number models, and the

parabolized sublayer model. These will be mentioned later in this chapter.

The k — 6 model in the form with fixed constants described above has been applied

successfully to many two·dimensional flows such as wall boundary 1ayers[l32], duct

flows[l33], _ free shear llows[l34], separated flows[3l,l35,l36], and also to
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three-dimensional wall boundary1ayers[l37], confmed flows] 138], and jets[139]. But, the

complete universality of the fixed constants cannot be expected. Experience has shown

that different types of flows and boundary conditions require different values or

functonal forms for some of the constants. The wall treatment[l21,l40] is a good

example. Rodi[141,134] introduced one such function for an axisymmetric jet,

. 6,, = 0.09 - 0.04f

6,2 = 1.92 — 0.0667f
(2.28)

6 öUo ÜU0 0.2
f=IAU,,(öx—I öx DI

where 6 is the width of the jet, AU, the maximum velocity difference across the jet, and

U, the velocity along the axis of the jet.

The two·equation models account for the transport not only of the turbulence

velocity scale, but also of the length scale. These may be the simplest models which

proxnise success for flows for which the length scale cannot be prescribed empirically in

an easy way. Various length scale equations have roughly similar performances, but the

e —equation became most popular because of its relative simplicity, its easier impositon

of boundary conditions, and its better performance. With proper modifications, the

predictions of the k-: model have been successful for two-dimensional flows in the _ _

boundary 1ayers[l21,140,149], jets and wakes[l3l,145], ducted flows[30,l31,149,184,187],

separated flows with heat transfer[20-22,131], flows with swir1[144- 146], with streamline

curvature[l42,143], and with buoyancy[l47,l48] , and for many three-dimensional flows.

Several possible reasons can be listed for some of the failures, among which are the

assumption of the isotropy, the gradient-type diffusion, and the lack of generality of the
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e —equation. When the eddy viscosity concept breaks down, or when the individual

components of the turbulent stresses play an important role, this model should be

avoided.

2.3.4 Rey¤olds·Stress Models

2.3.4.1 Modeling of Reynolds stress eguations

The full Reynolds stress model provides a more realistic physical simulation of a

turbulent flow and is potentially a superior model. lt allows for an investigation of the

nonisotropy as well as eliminates the necessity for a postulated relationship between the

turbulent kinetic energy and the individual Reynolds stresses. In reality, however, the

individual E 's may develop quite differently in the flow, and when this is the case, the

models discussed so far will be too simple. In order to account for the different

development of the individual stresses, the transport equations for Ex; have been

introduced. These equations lcan be derived in exact forms, but they contain the

higher·order correlations that have to be approximated to be closed. A particular

advantage of deriving the exact equations is that terms accounting for rotation,

buoyancy, and other effects are introduced automatically.

According to Mellor and Herring[l50], Chou[l 18,151] seems to be the first to initiate

a study of the full set of the Reynolds-stress equations with an eye towards closure.

However, it was Rotta[l22] who laid the formulation for almost all of the current

models. For an incompressible fluid, unaffected by the gravitational force and buoyancy t

effect, the transport of Reynolds stresses is govemed by the equation:
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ö“¤‘9 *7*9*9 6 1 *7*9*9
7+ ululuk +T(ölkulv1

7% .. W1 p 6*9 *7*9
—<ulukE~l-tgukä (2.29)

öl], öl]!— 2v
öxk 6xk

Eq.(2.29) is an exact consequence of' the incompressible Navier·Stokes equations for a

fluid with constant properties. It can be derived by multiplying the xl- momentum

equation by ul and adding it to the xl — momentum equation multiplied by u,, and then

taking the time-averaging of the resultant equation. Each term represents the time rate

of change, the convective and diffusive transports, the stress generation by the

interaction with the mean flow, pressure~strain, and viscous dissipation.

For the system of the stress equations to be closed, a model approximation must be

provided fbr the diffusive transport, pressure redistribution, and viscous dissipation in

terms of' the mean velocities, the Reynolds stresses, and one or more parameters

characterizing the length scale of“ turbulence or some "length containing" parameter such

as the turbulence energy dissipation rate as done in the two·equation models.

For homogeneous turbulent flows, the diffusive transport terms are simply dropped.

But, for inhomogeneous turbulent flows as in most real cases, the diffusive processes

play important roles and need to be approximated. Daly and l-larlow[152] proposed the

simple gradient·transport model,

E 6 6 1. - ÖW
Ezhzlulukl T ukul (2.30)
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where 0.22 is recommended for a value of c,.

The viscous diffusion of stresses is negligible at high Reynolds numbers although its

retention does not require further approximation. The pressure diffusion terms have

been neglected successfully by most workers. The strongest evidence for neglecting these

terms is a number of experiments, Irwin[l53,l54] for example, where the turbulence

energy budget virtually balances without including the pressure transport terms. But

Lumley[l55] has suggested

m E= -7- (2.31)

from an analysis of the Poisson equation for pressure; the result implies that the pressure

diffusion of the turbulence energy is directly proportional to and equal to -40% of that

due to the velocity transport. lrwin's experiments and Lumley's suggestion come to an

agreement in the sense that pressure fluctuations diminish the transport effects of the

velocity fluctuations, however, the magnitude of the coefficient in Eq.(2.31) is larger than

lrwin's data imply(except close to the wall where Lumley adrnits his approximation is

not valid).

The pressure·strain correlation term, the rate at which the Reynolds stresses are

destroyed by the interaction of the pressure fluctuations with the fluctuating rate of

strain, is of particular importance for problems involving nonisotropy. This term sums

to zero in the turbulent kinetic energy equation and serves only to redistribute the

turbulence energy among the various components, and to reduce the shear stresses.

This, therefore, contributes to making turbulence more isotropic. The pressure~strain

correlation is modeled in a form with the pressure fluctuation eliminated. Taking the

divergence of the equation for a fluctuating motion and integrating the resultant Poisson
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equation yields two contributions to the pressure-strain correlation, one being due to the

interaction of the fluctuating velocities only, ¢„,, , and one caused by the interaction of

the mean strain and the iluctuating velocities, ¢>„_,. Rotta’s[l22] linear return-to·isotropy

hypothesis for the first part is adopted by most workers:

2¢v_, =¤ — C, @"?k6U) (2.32)

_ where 1.4 was recommended for C, by Rotta. This expression indeed acts to redistribute

the energy among its components by the fact that E -% k in the isotropic turbulence.

For the second part, Launder, Reece and Rodi[24] obtained the following form:

(c, + 8) 2 soc, — 2 av, ölb"°</¤‘ ' 11 (PV s 6*/Pk) ' ss H 639 + ax,)

(2.33)
8Q — 2 2·T- <°v· 3 öv "·>

where

... ölö _ öl/E
PU =

'• !l)Ilkw+ lljllkä

___ äU,, _ 8U,,
. Du ¤ — (:1,11* + lyllk (2.34)

ölh ‘
P = ——'—'·kand

0.4 was suggested for C, by Launder er al. Earlier than this Naot er al.[156] and

Reynolds[l57] provided a good approximation,

2¢„_, = - y (PU —
T

6,} Pk) (2.35)
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which is the first term and the dominant one in Eq.(2.33)[24]. This relation is a direct

counterpart of Eq.(2.32) because it assumes that the mean~strain rate of the

pressure-strain term is proportional to the anisotropy of' the production ofii.

Two simple proposals appear to have been made for the dissipation term, both

relating the dissipation rate ofü to the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy,

6 , defined as v (%)“. Donaldson[l58] and Harlow and Nakayama[l59] have proposed
k

au:
ä“!zu-2v·5·J;·w=8 k, (2.36)

while Rotta{l22] and most other current workers have assumed

öw aw 2sg - 2v 7,;;- öxk == 3 Öv 8. (2.37)

Eq.(2.36) may be taken to imply that the dissipating eddies are similar in structure to the

energy containing ones, while Eq.(2.37) results from assuming the dissipative motions

to be isotropic. At high Reynolds number Eq.(2.37) is certainly better founded. The

final form of the modeled equations for the Reynolds stresses may be written as

W W 6 k .. W - 8*0 - öfä

(2.38)
'

, where the pressure diffusion is neglected.
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The dissipative correlation e is now the only term to be determined in the stress

transport equations. For high Reynolds number flows, following Davidov[ll9] and

Harlow and Nakayama[l20], an exact transport equation for s may be constructed as

A A A am Aiiä A8t+U* 8:, s -8.ty [vu!(8x,,) + P 8:9 8.9 V 8.1)
”

BU, Bu, öv, Bu, Bu, Bzlß öty ·'2"[ Bag (6;,, 6;,, + 6.6, 6.9 "' 8:,8:,, *9 6.6,, (239)

6 6 8 6“
,-2v

öxjöxk

A physical interpretation of each term on the right hand side in Eq.(2.39) can be stated

as follows: the diffusion from the velocity and pressure fluctuations and of s itself] two

generation terms due to the mean shearing motion, the generation rate of vorticity

fluctuation through the seltlstretching action of turbulence, and the decay of the

dissipation rate ultimately through the action of viscosity. A more detailed

interpretation of the individual terms was provided in reference[l60].

Now, since none of the terms on the right hand side in Eq.(2.37) is accessible to

measurement, their modeling is dependent on the physical insight of workers. The

diffusion term due to the pressure fluctuations may generally be neglected, and the

diffusion of a from the velocity tluctuations is treated in a manner analogous to its

counterpart in the stress equation (2.30),

· »„,(ä)“-F- -6 iwi (240)öxk
js ‘

8 J k öxk
•
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6 6where the mean-square~root of6’ is defined as v é The viscous transport term,
R R .

which needs no approximation, is negligible in fully turbulent flows. The generation
term can be appropriately approximated:

Öllk

k ugly + CHÖU (2.41)

where 6,, and Ä, are constants. ln fact, the term containing Ä, vanishes when Eq.(2.38)
6is multiplied by The second generation term is usually neglected. The generation1

rate of the vorticity fluctuations and the dissipation of the dissipation rate are combined

to give the same result as the one in the k — 6 model, which is

ö“1 Ü"! ö‘9 82**1
2P1:6,,

being a constant. The final form of the sirnulated transport equation for the energy

dissipation rate for high Reynolds numbers can be expressed as follow:

66 66 6 L -.. 66 L — am
1«

“*“/
ax,

(2.43)
. p 2

The determination of three constants in the above equation is explained well in

references[86,l04]. -

The Reynolds stress model, with wall corrections where appropriate, has been

applied to a number of homogeneous flows[l53,l6l] , and jets and wakes[l62], wall

boundary layers, two- and three~dimensional duct flows[24,l52], and flows with
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separation[32]. For very complex flows, such as those predicted by Gibson er

al.[l63-165], Wilcox and Rubesin[166], and others, the Reynolds stress model has been

much superior to the k — 6 model. But for moderate-to·simple shear layers, the k — 6

model may be adequate. In summary, the Reynolds stress model is computationally

expensive and little tested so far and has not yet reached the state of practical

application. lt is not clear under what situations the Reynolds stress model is better

than the k—6 model. For further information, one should refer to Launder[l04],
u

Rodi[l67], and/or Lakshminarayana[l02].

2.3.4.2 Stabiligg and rcaligabilitg

Many phenomenological turbulence models for the Reynolds-stress transport

equations have been suggested which consist of a set ofpartial dilferential equations for

the mean velocities IL, and the Reynolds stresses R„ together with an appropriate

predictive equation for the integral length scale L or for the dissipation fatc 6. These

models contain closure assumptions which relate algebraically unknown correlations,

such as the pressure-strain correlations

I

*3**1
Ö'? „¢u (M4) A

to the known quantities IL, R„, and L or 6. Such models may not have a solution for

an arbitrary set of the initial and boundary conditions in the sense that the realizability

conditions

Ru 2 0 for i = j (2.45)
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Rä S Ru Ru for i ab j · (2.46)

det(RU) 2 0 (2.47)

may be violated[l68,l69]. In equations (2.45) and (2.46) the summation convention is

not adapted for indices. The conditions (2.45) and (2.47) are the consequence of real

velocities(nonnegative energy), and the condition (2.46) is the consequence of the

Schwarz' inequality. It is important to know whether the divergence of solution during

iterations is a consequence of an unstable numerical scheme, which can be adjusted, or

a consequence of the model itself and of the initial and boundary conditions.

Schumann[l69] proved the realizability ofeach term in the Reynolds stress equations

and came to a conclusion that the realizabilities for the pressure diffusion and the

redistribution could not be proved independently. This suggests that the independent

modeling of these terms may result in nonrealizable models. The fact that the

realizability can be proven independently for the terms in groups shows that the

realizability of the exact equations is guaranteed for any sign and magnitude of the

values öl!]/6.1;, p, or v öu,/öx,.

The separate treatment of the redistribution term from the pressure diffusion is either

over-realizable for Rotta’s proposal, Eq.(2.32), or nonrealizable for Naot's and

Reynolds’ approximation, Eq.(2.35). The over-realizable model of Rotta would be

unsuitable for the extremely anisotropic turbulence such as certain atmospheric or

magneto-hydrodynarnic flow problems. If realizability is not strictly enforced, instability

during iterations is not entirely prevented[168].
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2.3.5 Algebraic Reynolds Stress Models
~

The Reynolds stress closure presented in the previous section requires the solution

of more than six transport equations for the turbulent quantities for general

three-dimensional ilows. While obtaining solutions to such equations may be within

current computational capabilities, it is not a trivial task and not economical. Sirnpler

approaches, therefore, have been made to simplity the equations such that they reduce

to algebraic expressions but still retain most of their basic features. The essence of this

simplilication resides in the recognition that the only terms containing gradients of the

Reynolds stresses in the closure are those in the convective and diffusive transport terms.

If these gradients can be eliminated by the model approximations, the partial differential

equations can be reduced to a set of algebraic equations. A generally valid

approximation was proposed by Rodi[l70] who assumed that the convective and

diffusive transports of the Reynolds stresses are related to the kinetic energy transport

rates by the formulae:

= ä (2.48)

D(ü@) = D(k), (2.49)

where the operator D( ) stands for a net diffusion rate of the quantity in the parenthesis.

Equation (2.48) is a good approximation when the rate of variation of FE//< along a

streamline is much smaller than that ofE itself The diffusive transport approximation

is alsovalid whenever the spatial gradient of is large compared with that

ofFromthe lc e equation (2.25)
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Dk —
*57 - D(/c) = Pk — 6, (2.50)

thus

DW W
T

— = (Pk — E). (2.51)

Comparison ofEq.(2.$l) with the Reynolds stress equation (2.38) yields

@ .
T

(Pk * 8) = +
¢(l_!

+ ¢U’2 *CU,P„,

¢„_,, ¢>„_,, and 1:,, being defined earlier in the previous section. Substitution of these

definitions into Eq.(2.52) results in

1 P Ä 6 P
s ¢/+ P,,+(c,-1)¤ (‘ )

If' Eq.(2.53) is specialized to the case of two-dimensional thin shear flows, the formula

for the shear stress becomes

C — 1 + P 2

(C, — 1 + Pk/c) .V

It should be noted that Eq.(2.54) links the shear stress to the local rate of strain so that

it is an "efl'ective-viscosity" relationship, having the dimension of' the kinematic

viscosity. The two unknown quantities, the kinetic energy and the dissipation rate, are

generally determined by solving their transport equations as done in the k — e model.
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Algebraic stress models are useful tools between the isotropic eddy viscosity models

and the stress equation models. They combine, to some extent, the economy of the

former with the universality of the latter. Algebraic stress models have been applied

successfully to predict the partition of normal stresses in a number of thin shear

layers[l63,l70], to predict turbulence-driven secondary flows in square ducts[l7l], and

to describe the influence of buoyancy on various shear layers[l43,l72,l73] and in

near-wal1layers[l74], and the feature ofa reacting shear layer in a divergent channel[30].

2.3.6 Large Eddy Simulation

A fundamentally different method of computing three·dimensional turbulent flows,

that potentially is universally applicable, is the computer simulation of the large eddy

structure, rather than solving the Reynolds time-averaged form of the equations of

motion, of the turbulent flow fields. The idea is based on the experimentally observed

spectral character of turbulent flow fields. Generally, the large eddies are created by the

instabilities of the mean flow and continuously Cxttact energy from the mean shearing

motion. These large eddies break into smaller eddies due to the nonlinearity in nature.

The smaller eddies also interact to produce even smaller ones and merge to form larger V

ones. The smallest eddies are generated by the breaking up ofthe larger eddies, and they

lose their identities by dissipating their energy into heat due to the molecular viscosity.

This process of the production of the smaller eddies through the instabilities and the

recombination of eddies continues until a continuous spectrum of eddies is generated

and reachesa stationary random state.
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The large eddies contain most of the energy of turbulence, have relatively long

life-time, and are anisotropic and different from type to type of the flow and surrounding

boundaries. The large eddy simulation of turbulence predicts these mechanics for the

largest eddies and approximates the effects of the eddies smaller than the fmite difference

mesh can resolve. The prediction of the large scale turbulent motions is made by

numerically solving the three~dimensi0nal, time-dependent equations of motion. The

approximation of the effects of the small-scale eddies is, therefore, called subgrid·scale

modeling. The subgrid-scale scheme does not adopt the time-averaging process over an

infmitely long period as done in the Reynolds equations, but over a sufficiently small

interval that only time-dependent fluctuations of small scale turbulent motions can be

smoothed out. The overall accuracy of turbulence prediction can be enhanced in a sense

that only a fraction of the turbulence needs to be modeled. Also, the isotropic and,

hopefully, universal character of the small-scale eddies may permit the development of

closure models based on more reasonable physical arguments. This method has a very

promising potential for understanding and accurate numerical simulation of turbulence,

but still is not fully understood and is very costly computationally. lt is now mainly

looked upon as a tool of improving the modeling approxirnations of the simple closures.

The origin of the subgrid-scale modeling goes back to meteorologists who, in their

numerical integration ofgeophysical-scale flows, found it necessary to introduce an eddy

viscosity, which provided an essential numerical stabilization and represented physically

the damping by the eddies smaller than the computational grid size. l.iilly[l75] appears

to be the first to make explicitly the separation of computational grid scales from the

subgrid scales by introducing the volume Reynolds averaging over the computational

grid, A'. _
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The subgrid~scale model was successfully applied by Deardorff to studies of channel

1low[l76] and planetary boundary layer flows] 168, 177]. Schumann[178] solved turbulent

flows in plane channels and annuli. Extension of the subgrid scale models has been

made mainly by Reynolds and his associates[179,l80] at Stanford University and Love

and Leslie[l8l] at Queen Mary College in England.

2.4 Wall treatments

All the closure models presented so far are valid only in fully turbulent regions.

Close to solid walls and some other interfaces, there inevitably exist regions, where the

local turbulent Reynolds number R,( s,/IL/v where L == km/s) is so small that the .

molecular viscosity exerts a direct influence on turbulence, and where the assumption

of turbulence isotropy breaks down; this is certainly true of the dissipation isotropy and

of the Rotta’s fundamental energy redistribution concept.

Over the past years, many suggestions have been made for the extension of the

turbulence closure.mode1s to enable their use at low Reynolds numbers and to describe

flows close to a solid wall. The simplest example of the near·wall modifications to

turbulence models is the Van Driest[l82] damping function for the mixing length. More

advanced models incorporate either a wall damping effect or a direct effect of the

molecular viscosity, or both, on the empirical constants and functionsin the turbulence

transport equations, devised originally for high Reynolds number, fully turbulent flows

remote from the walls. In the absence of reliable turbulence data in the immediate

vicinity of the walls or at low Reynolds numbers, these modifications have been based
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largely on personal insights, and numerical experiments and comparisons between

calculations and experixnents in terms of global patamctcfs.
U

There are several ways of accounting for the presence of the wall; they are the wall

function methods, the low·Reynolds-number modeling, and the parabolized sublayer

approximation. Following discussion on the wall treatments will be limited to the k —· 6

model, but rriostly can be applied to other class of models.

2.4.1 Wall Function Methods

Near a solid surface, the largest stress-containing eddies have a wavelength of the

order of the distance from the surface, say y. The eddies with a larger longitudinal

wavelength are too flat to carry much shear stress. Since y < < 6, where 6 is the total

width of a shear layer, the eddies are little affected by the turbulent motion in the outer

part of the flow, and their life time is short compared to the time scale of significant

change in the primary direction. Thus, both the mean and turbulent transport of the

Reynolds stresses to or from regions at a distance much larger thany are negligible, and

the typical Velocity scale of the turbulence depends only on the conditions in this 'inner

layer', specifically on the shear stress transmitted through the layer to the surface, 1:,.

If the Velocity scale of the turbulence is independent of y and the length scale is
F

dependent only on y, we expect the turbulent transport of the Reynolds stresses within

the layer to be small, so that the turbulent kinetic energy or the exact- Reynolds stress

equations reduce to "generation = destruction”, all transport terms being zero. This is

called a state of the local equilibrium. If this is the case, a substantial near wall mesh

requirement is not needed. This feature is crucial in reducing overall core storage and
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computing time burdens remarkably and gives a good reason why the wall functions

have been favorably adopted.
l

The local equilibrium renders Eq.(2.25) to be

- I; Äl6 - Pk - p ay (2.55)

where 1,:1, is used in the logarithmic region of the inner layer. In that region an

empirical relation, .

U = -7,:- ln (Ey+). (2.56)

holds, where u. is the friction velocity (= „ / ). Combination of Eqs.(2.54), (2.55),

md (2.27) with %= »·,% results in

a
ll;

6 = TC? (2.57)

= Ä. (2.k
“3

ss)

Chieng and Launder(20] suggested a two-layer wall function for the lt -6 model
T

which was applied to solve a heat transfer problem in an abrupt pipe expansion. They

divided the turbulent boundary layer into a viscous-affected part and a-strong turbulent

part, and obtained algebraic relations in each part based on the idea that the wall's

dominance on the length scale near the wall is complete; outside of the viscous sublayer

the length scale is held to depend, for a limited region near the wall, only on the normal
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distance from the wall. Their suggestion was applied to the computation ofa turbulent

impinging jet by Amano and Neusen[l83].
(

Later in 1984, Amano[22] proposed a similar three-layer model that is composed of

a viscous sublayer (0 <y* < 5), a buffer layer (5 <y· < 30), and an overlap layer

(30 <y* < 400). He obtained a better prediction of the Nusselt number distribution over

the two-layer near wall model for turbulent flow in a sudden pipe expansion.

2.4.2 Low Reynolds Number Models

The success enjoyed by the turbulence closure models in the prediction of wall

bounded shear layer flows has depended, to a large cxtcnt, upon the application of the

wall functions that relate surface boundary conditions to points in the fluid away from

the boundaries and thereby avoid the problem of modeling the direct influence of

viscosity. The validity of this procedure is, of cource, restricted to situations in which

the Reynolds number is sufficiently high for the viscous effects to be unimportant, or in

which the universal wall functions are well established. There are a number of instances

in which this approach has to be abandoned, e.g., turbulent boundary layers at low and

transitional Reynolds numbers, flows with steep streamwise pressure gradient, unsteady

and separated flows, and flow over spirming surfaces or surfaces with mass or heat

transfer. Also, the traditional wall functions are probably inappropriate for complex

three-dimensionalflows.In

order to provide predictions of flow within the viscous sublayer adjacent to the

wall, the high Reynolds number form of the model must be enlarged in three ways,

according to Jones and Launder[121]. They are
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l. the viscous diffusion of k and e must be included;

2. the terms containing the
c’s

in the transport equations must become dependent upon

the Reynolds number of turbulence; '

3. further terms must be added to account for the fact that the dissipation processes

are not isotropic.

After Jones land Launder’s proposal many suggestions for near·wall model have

followed. Launder and Sharma[ 140] made a slight modification to the Jones and

Launder model and successfully solved a swirling flow problem Since then, Hoffman’s

proposal for channel flow[l84], Reynolds’ proposal[96], Hassid and Poreh’s for drag

reduction[185], Dutoya and Michard's for compressor and turbine blades[l86], Lam and

Bremhorst’s pipe flow[l87], and Chien's for flat plate and channel flows[l49] have been

made. Patel er al.[l88] reviewed and compared the performance of all the proposals for

a boundary layer at high and low Reynolds numbers and for equilibrium boundary layers

in adverse pressure gradients. They concluded that Launder and Sharma's model works

best over others. With the fact mentioned above and since only the Launder and

Sharma's model has tested the effect of swirl, their model was selected to solve they
concerned flow problem in this work.

The complete form of the turbulence model is given below with the wall

modifications in the boxes:

(2,59)
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18 öU« NÖ WL NÖ—u,u] = 6,,];,
E

—(
öjg + ax, ) = v,(

öq + ax, ) (2.61)

where auxiliary relations are given as follows:

18 ‘”· * M ?
3.41 = **11 ·ll

" (1+ R,/S0): ,
fi = 1.0

_/Q = 1.0 — 0.3 exp[—R?]

R, =¤ ä
V E

where R, is a turbulent Reynolds number based on a velocity scale „/R and a length scale
km/E.

The proposal ·of' using E as the "dissipation variable" is due to Jones and
Launder[ 121], who cited decisive computational advantages of using it. They argued
that the dissipation rate used in the k - 6 equation, which is defined as

öuj 619 U
s = v (2.62)

is not zero right on the wall. The term 6 is the dissipation rate only in the case of' the
homogeneous, not isotropic, turbulence as Hinze[l89] pointed out. The term E is chosen
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such that it is zero at the wall for a numerically convenient boundary condition. It
satisfies the following relation near the wall

- 6,/T
2sc v( ax, ) (2 63)

The last term of the right hand side in Eq.(2.60) is also one that does not appear in the
high-Reynolds number form of the model. The authors could provide no physical
argument for its adoption. Its inclusion is simply for matching the desired profile of k
near the wall and was found by dimensional analysis and numerical adjustment.

2.4.3 Parabolized Sublayer(PSL) Model

The PSL scheme is based on the idea that, while the flow as a whole must be
regarded as elliptic, there is a thin parabolic sublayer immediately adjacent to a wall
across which the static pressure variations are negligible or, in the case of highly·curved

surfaces the variation may be obtained by assuming a radial equilibrium[l90]. This
parabolic sublayer is taken to extent over the whole low-Reynolds-number region where

the turbulent transport properties exhibit such a strongly nonlinear variation. If a fine

grid is desirable on physical grounds, its treatment is employed across this region, and E
then major simplifications may be made to the conventional incompressible elliptic

treatment. Within the parabolized sublayer: _

1. the pressure does not require storing since it can be supplied by the pressure just

outside the region;

2. thus no_ Poisson or pressure-perturbation equation has to be solved;
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3. the velocity component normal to the wall may be obtained very rapidly by cell
continuity rather than by solving the normal momentum equation.

V

These facts indicate clear advantages of the PSL; its computation time and memory
demands are comparable with the wall function approaches.

Launder[l9l] tested the PSL scheme for convective heat transfer problems, and
obtained better prediction over the wall function method. But, the better performance
is much damaged in the vicinity ofa stagnation point or when a reverse flow is present.
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3. FINITE ELEMENT METHODS

3.1 Governing Equations and Boundargv Conditions

The goveming system of equations describing the mean flow field, obtained by the

Reynolds time-averaging process, is expressed in cylindrical coordinates (x, r, 6) as
continuity:

öU
+ % 7;%-(rU,) = O (3.1)

x-momemum _

öU„ öl}; 1 6 1 6 1U,?+U,?= pr ar (ra„)+pf;„ (3.2)

r-momemum:
611, 611 11* .11,;+ U.?-+=;§-;‘}1«„1 +%—,§}1»¤„1—%¢’%+%1 1661

0—m0mentum:
— öU 8U U U11,,4+ 11,l+%=ii16,,1+{-—i11*6,,)+l—;;, 12.41ox är P öx P, ör P
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In the equations, U,, U,, and U, are the mean velocities along the axial(x), radial(r), and
tangential(0) directions, respectively, and p is the flow density, and _/Q, ff, and _/Q are the
body forces per unit volume along each direction. The flow field is considered steady,

axisymrnetric, incompressible, and with constant physical properties. By axisymmetric
it is meant that all the field variables including U, are functions ofx and r. The stresses

in the equations defined as follows;

öU öU öU‘ ¤„=—P+2(u+#„)§ ¤„=(#+#„)(§+jf)

ÖU, 5 U¤„= —P+ 2(ß+#z)"? ¤,g=·(#+#„)r;($) (15)

U, 8U,¤«=·P+2(#+#«)‘7· ¤„g==(#+#„)?

where p,(
-

p v,) is to represent the Reynolds stresses by the Boussinesq’s eddy viscosity

expression[107]:

— 8 U1 aw 2
(3.6)

The momentum equations are expressed in terms of the divergence of SUBSSCS. This

representation has a great advantage when the Galerkin finite element procedure is

applied to these equations. The stress-divergence form results in a natural boundary

condition which can be interpreted physically as the components of stress acting on the
fluid at the boundary, while the Navier~Stokes form results in a natural boundary

condition, which while almost identical, has no corresponding direct physical

interpretation. Above equations goveming the primitive mean-flow quantities IL and P
do not form_ a closed set due to an appearance of a field variable v,. The determination
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of v, requires two supplemental turbulence transport equations for the velocity and

length scales as follows:
·

Ä Ä , L L Ä L L L ÄU·‘

Bx(37)
.. 8 k

Ä Ä L L Ä L L "¤ Ü?U== ax r

(3-8)

L av: 1 a(Us/") 1 1/2 2
Br Br +(r Br

where k and E are the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass and its rate of dissipation.

The terms for the wall modification[l40,l46] are included in the boxes, which are

accounted for only near the wall, and simply dropped in the fully turbulent region away

from the walL The production of the turbulent kinetic energy P, and supplemental

algebraic relations are written as

BU, 2 BU, 2 U, 2 __+( ar ) +( ,)

(3.9)
av; aUr 1 8 Us 2 aUs 1-(X)

and
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3.4

= cx —**·L p[
(1 +R,-/50)22

RT _
é (3.10)
V8

_/Q = 1.0, ja = 1.0 — 0.3 exp( -R;-)
6, == 1.0, 6, = 1.3, 6,, = 1.0, 6,, = 1.92, 6,, =· 0.09

The boundary conditions may be written as

at inlet cross-section : ·
U, ¤ U,(r); U, = U,(r); U9 = U,(r); k = k(r); E ¤”E(r)

at exit cross-section : -

fxufrsfoso;on

solid walls :

U,==U,=U„=k=E°=0 (3.ll)

along the centerline :

U, U, ök ää”~#°·
$*7* ör * ör =°

in entrainment region r > 6:

aäaiao. ör ör ör ör ör

At the inlet plane the mean velocity components and turbulence intensities are

obtained from mcasurcmcnts. The rate of dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy is

supplied by the empirical relations available in several regions. Near the wall region for

r* < 30, the Van Dnest damping function[l82] is used:

+ öU„, = pxzlil -,xp(-?)j|*,* I jl (3.12)
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In the logarithmic part of the inner region of30 <
r•

< 100, the convection and diifusion

of the Reynolds strresses are negligible and the local equilibrium prevails. This

assumption results in

production = dissipation (3.13)

or

„ ¢,„ av, ug
E = pw ar = K I, (3.14)

In the outer region Clauser eddy viscosity model[l92] is employed

p, =· 0.018 p U„ ö° (3.15)

where ö' is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. Once pi, is given, E is

obtained by the relation u,= c, k'lZ. A smooth curve titting is necessary between the

regions.

3.2 Variational Formulation

3.2.1 Variational Principles

The appropriate connection of the calculus ofvariations to boundary value problems

of partial differential equations had long been sought. The practical applications were

envisaged by two physicists, Lord Rayleigh and Walter Ritz(l94]; they independently
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conceived the idea of utilizing this connection for a numerical calculation of many

engineering problems, by substituting for the variational problems simpler

approximating extremum problems in where only a finite number of parameters need to

be determined.

Consider an equi1ib1·ium boundary value problem for a membrane under extemal

force jl It leads to a linear selfladjoint differential equation for an unknown function

¤(¤=.v)=

Lu ¤ f in B
(3.16)

u
-·

0 on S

where L is a Laplacian operator in a two-dimensional simply connected domain B with

Dirichlet conditions specified along its smooth boundary S. The conventioual

Ray1eigh·Ritz method seeks the minimum of the variational functional,

16) = %ff[¤§ + ll; + 2uf]dxdy (3.17)
· a

for the deflection u.

Later in 1943 Courant[l93] suggested the following method of obtaining better

convergence in the Rayleigh·Ritz method. instead of considering the simple variational

problem, he modified the former problem without changing the solution of the latter.

For the same equilibrium problem he constructed a similar functional,
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I(14) =· é [11:+ 14; + züfldldy + % -‘~fJ.(Li4—f)2dxdy (3.18)
s

n

where .1 is an arbitrary positive constant or function. Such additional term makes I(u)

more sensitive to the variation of Il without changing the solution. In other words,

L minimizing sequences attached to such a "sensitized" functional will by force behave

better as regards convergence.

By the same analogy as Eq.(3.l8) is constructed, another functional can be

considered using the essential boundary condition in Eq.(3.l6):

K L 2 2 L 214)
- 2 [14, + lly + 214f]dxdy + 2 u dS (3.19)

s s

where 7 is an arbitrary large number to freeze the boundary condition. For sufficiently

large values for 7 , the boundary value problem corresponding to the functional in

Eq.(3.l9) is almostequivalent to that associated with the functional in Eq.(3.l6).

3.2.2 Galerkin Formulation of Navier-Stokes Equations

As we have seen in the previous section, the variational formualtion is a weak

formulation in which the original constrained diiferential equation is transformed into

an unconstrained integral form and the minimum of the variational(quadratic)
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Functional is sought as an equivalent set of solution. A general approach to Formulating

the equations For the Finite element method depends on the existence oF a varational

Form oF the boundary value problem. Even though there exists no classical variational

principle For the Navier-Stokes equations, it is possible to obtain a weak Form oF the

Navier-Stokes equations by using the Galerkin approach[195].

The equations oFmotion For general three·dimensional flow are recalled as Followsz

öff, 6 öff, *3% 1 öP .
aw p ax! -j§=0 mB (3.20)

öfh .L(P) = =¤ 0 m B (3.21)

which, For simplicity, are subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions,

U, = 0 on S (3.22)

where S is boundary oF domain B The problem can be viewed as one oF seeking the _

solution U,(.x,) such that Eq.(3.22) is satistied and the Functional

öff, V öff} 610 1I(U,)—‘[1[lßE-U,+
2(öA7+öx!) —jjlL dB (3.23)

s

is minimized. The pressure drops out of the Functional owing to the Fact that the

velocity field satisfies the incompressiblity condition Eq.(3.2l) identically[60]. Once the

velocity field is known, the pressure can be calculated From Eq.(3.20). There are two

common ways to enForce the constraint on Eq.(3.20): the Lagrange multiplier method
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and the penalty function method. These give rise to the velocity-pressure or mixed, and

the penalty formulations, respectively. The Lagrange multiplier method enforces the
' constrant as it is whereas the penalty function method enforces it in a least square sence.

The variational functional in the Lagrange multiplier method is given by

IL(lL, Ä) = KM) + Ä L(P) dB (3.24)
6

Computing the first variation I,_(ZL, A) and comparing its integrand with the equation

(3.20) yields that the Lagrange multiplier Ä is indeed the negative of the pressure,

Ä. = —

PTheresulting mixed formulation is given by the pair of the variational equations,

ÖU,
({3

6P dB = O (3.26)
6

ÖU, ö6U, ÜU,
Ä

ÖU} p ÖÖU, t,
j‘[ölMJ}

öl) +v ÜJÜ ( öq T)-+ P öxl +fjölL dB== sp 6U,dS (3.27)
6

where 6lL and 6P denote the vaiiations in (L and P , and t, is surface traction on S in

the direction ofx,,
l

öl/[ ölö
= — P '* •"'• , 3.28

llwhoseappearanceis a consequence of the application of the Green's theorem. n, is the

direction cosine of the unit vector normal to the boundary.
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The penalty functional becomes

!;·((L„v) = KU;) + é fa [Z-(P)]2dB
I

(3-29)

here the penalty parameter 7 can be determined similarly,

u
7L(P) = —P (3.30)

Note that Eq.(3.30) is deduced from the penalty functional, I,(lL, 7); it does not form the

basis of the penalty method, but is a consequence ofEq.(3.29). The resulting variational

foxmulation by the penalty method is written by

8U} 6611, ölß öw ölßjj dB
' (3.31)

äöU öU+.1 -4 -613 = Ä-6U,dS
ax, ax! P

B S

Note that in the above equation the pressure does not appear explicitly. Once the

velocity field is obtained by solving Eq.(3.31), the pressure can be computed by the

following relation, -

. ölh —
P == — A 73; (3.32) _

which is the same expression as the one in Eq.(3.30).

_Thepenalty parameter 7 should be chosen large enough so that the incompressibility

and presure errors are negligible, yet not so large that a numerical ill-conditioning

ensues. The criterion for the Navier·Stokes cquations is
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1 = c u Re .

where c is a constant which depends only on the computer word length and is

independent of the mesh discretization. Numerical studies reveal that for a

floating-point word length of 60 to 64 bits, an appropriate choice ofc is IO". This choice

seems to be problem independent[59]. But it is not necessary to be very fussy about the

selection of as it may vary over several orders of magnitude with an essentially
A

insignificant effect on results.

3.3 Finite Element Approximation

The finite element method is a piecewise application of the variational methods,

either Eqs.(3.26) and (3.27) or Eq.(3.3l) depending on whether the mixed or penalty

formulation is selected. The domain of interest is discretized into a collection of

geometrically simple subdomains, called the finite elements. Over each finite element,

the variational formulation is constructed and the approximation functions are derived

using the basic idea that any continuous function can be represented by a linear

combination of algebraic polynomials. The approximation functions are also called the l
”

interpolation functions, which do interpolate the dependent variables according to the

number of nodes in the element. Integration over each element is performed via the

Gauss quadrature to obtain algebraic matrix equations for the element. These element

equations are asembled and superposed to yield the global matrix equations and then

boundary conditions are imposed. The resulting global system of equations is nonlinear

and of the form,
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[K(U)] = F - (3.33)

where [K] is the global(stiffness) matrix, U the unknown global vector composed of

dependent variables, and F the global vector composed of external forces and boundary

conditions.

„ 3.3.1 Mixed Finite—Element Formulation

In the Galerkin formulation, the same approxirnation functions are employed in both

for the functional representation of the prirnitive variables and the weighting functions

over each element:

N
Ul(¤9) =-Jul

rv
P(¤9) = E PJ $,09). öP(¤=,) ~ ~h(¤=,)

Jul

N (3.34)

/<(·9) = ki ¢J(¤9). 6/<(-9) ~ ¢1(-9)
Jul

lv
?(·9) = ZF; ¢J(¤9). ö?(-9) ~ Mx;)

Jul

where

l. J is the node number in the element,

2. N is the number of nodes in the element,

3. U,} is the value of U, at the J·th node of the element,

4. gb} and ¤/1} are the interpolation functions associated with the J·th node,
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5. ö(L, ÖP, ök, and 6E are the variations in each variable.

Herein the same basic functions are employed for (L, k and E · an unnecessary but cost

effective restriction. Note that the interpolation function for the pressure is different

from the ones for the other variables. This is because P is not differentiated whereas
(L, k, and E are differentiated once except the source term for the wall treatment in the

E —equation. lt indicates that the interpolation functions for (L, lc, and E should be at

least linear in each xl if the source term in the E-equation is out of consideration, whereas

the function for P can be either a constant, which results in a chequerboard-type

pressure distribution, or linear in each The substitution of the approximation

functions for the primitive variables and the integration over the each element result in

the following matrix equations,

Kn K12 Ki; Ci 0 0 U: J}
K21 K22 Kza C2 O 0 Ur f}

Kai Ka: Kas Ca 0 0 Ua J3
-cf —c{ -c,’

0 0 0 P
=

0
(335)

Kai Ke: Kas 0 Ku Kas k JL

Ksi Ksz Ksa 0 Ku Kss E Ä .

where each component of the matrix and vectors are expressed in Appendix A. The

matrix equation represents the discrete analogue of the equations (3.1) · (3.8) and the

corresponding boundary conditions in an individual fluid element. _

The above derivation has focused on a single finite element. The discrete

representation of the entire region of interest is obtained through an assemblage of

elements such that the interelement continuities of the velocity, turbulent kinetic energy,
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and dissipation rate are enforced. This continuity requirement is met through the

appropriate summation ofequations for nodes common to adjacent elements. The result

of such an assembly process is a system of matrix equations of the form given by

Eq.(3.35).

3.3.2 Penalty Finit•»Element Formulations

When the penalty formulation is employed, the continuity equation CTIL in Eq.(3.35)

is simply dropped, and the pressure is obtained by the discrete analogue ofEq.(3.32), i.e.,

dm = -é- Mp (3.36)

This equation can be used to eliminate P from the momentum equation and the resulting

system of equations becomes

16,, + .116ß 16,, + AKQ 16,, + .116ß 0 0 U, 5,
16,, + 1116; 16,, + 116; 16,, + .1K;, 0 0 U, 5
16,, + 116; 16,, + 116; 16,, + 116; 0 0 U, = 5, (3.37)

Kai Ka: K03 Ku Kas k fl:
Ksr Ksz Ksa Ks4 Kss E J2

where each component of matrix and vectors are expressed in Appendix A. We shall

be concemed here with the construction of the matrix K,} , which is different depending

on whether the reduced or consistent integration method is used.
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3.3.2.1 Redueed integation method

The interpolation functions used for the velocity components in Eq.(3.34) may be

substituted directly into the penalty formulation of Eq.(3.3l) to obtain the Galerkin

penalty fmite element approximation to the Navier-Stokcs equations. Then the penalty

matrices are defined as

aß T (3.32;)
a

It should be noted that the reduced integration be taken in evaluating the penalty terms

since, if the full Gauss quadrature were used, this approach is illegal because the system

would be effectively overconstrained : there would be more continuity constraints than

velocities to satisfy them. This exact integration of Kß'* would be equivalent to a

particularly untenable application of an equal order interpolation for the velocity and

pressure. Note also that in the reduced integration approach, the pressure basis function

¤/1, does not enter explicitly into the construction of the reduced penalty matrix K,'}*.

Generally, the reduced integration uses a one point Gauss quadrature for multilinear

elements, and a two point in each direction for multiquadratic elements. lt turns out to

be a pieeewise constant pressure for the multilinear elements, and a discontinuous

pieeewise multilinear pressure for the multiquadratic elements. Thus these elements may

suffer from spurious pressure modes just as do their mixed counterpartl64,196]. lt was

shown that ifan element is fully isoparametric with curved sides, the reduced integration

would introduce an integration error into the computation of the penalty matrix K5" and

subsequantly an error into the computed velocity and pressure solutions[l96]. This is a
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serious defect for the reduced integration, since most analyses require the use of

non-rectangular grids to accomodate complicate geometries. To circumvent this

difliculty, the consistent penalty method was introduced [196].

3.3.2.2 Consistent integration method

The reduced integration method is equivalent to the consistent integration method

only for the limited number of simple elements. In general, the consistent penalty

method obtains more HCCUIHIC penalty matrices than the reduced penalty method. The

formulation starts with the equations (3.26) and (3.27) of the mixed formulation with a

hope that the pressure term can be replaced in terms of the velocity through
öU

P =· — J. Ef. The equations are brought here again:
1

6%
I

PöPdB = -,1 — 6PdB (3.39)B
ö·’9

B

U
ÖUI

öU
ÜUI au} ööq

-1-
P MU!

+ 6U dB-
tl

öU S 340jöxj l+v( ‘p
ax! fi l - spIdB

The integration functions utilized in the mixed formulation, Eq.(3.35), are used. Upon

substitution, Eq.(3.39) reduces to
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N N
ö·ßJ ödv

—,lE|ift/zlwäädß Q, (3.4la)
.1-1 8 Jul 8

or
- M" P, = - 1 [Q'? 14, sum tm 1 (3.413)

where M", sometimes referred to as the pressure mass matrix, and C" are defined asfollows: ~
MU = fs W1 ¢'JdB

(3.42)
ä¢>IJ _ I

8

The above equation may be solved for P,, which are substituted into the pressure term

of the momentum equation. The resulting penalty matrix formulation for the pressure

term becomes

N
· ööl/7 ö¢;IP ax! dB — 2[fß, ax! dB P,

8 jl.} B

_ (3.43)

= —lIQ5Clß, sumonj

Therefore, the pressure matrix for the constistent penalty formulation is

Q 1qj" = q M" Q (3.44)
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The explicit integration of the pressure interpolation functions in this method

provides the greater freedom in the construction of the penalty elements and directly

identifies the discrete approximation of the constraints. lt was shown that to every

penalty element there corresponds an equivalent mixed element formulation.

Consequently, the consistent formulation provides for the construction of very accurate

and stable penalty fmite element approximations by using the same interpolation

function used in the best mixed elements. Since the pressure interpolation functions are

explicitly introduced, the full quadrature is used to evaluate the integrals in the penalty

term. The relationship between the two penalty methods and conditions for their

equivalence are detailed in reference[l96], where it was shown that the consistent

integration of the penalty matrix is to be preferred.

3.4 Computational Domain and Mesh Generation

A computational domain, which should be taken as large as possible, is strongly

restricted by the costs of computation and storage. The least requirement is that the

domain stretch radially deep into the inviscid free stream region and that it containsl
certain fmite distances upstrcam and downstream far enough to minimize the effect

transferred from the possible defect of the specified boundary conditions.

The basic rule to a mesh generation is that the larger spatial gradients of the

variables need the fmer meshes. Therefore, coarser meshes are generated towards the

inviscid free stream region and the exit plane, and fmer meshes are generated towards

walls and near the propeller. For better treatment of the wall modification for the
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k - and s -equations at least one point should be put in the laminar sublayer on the

body surface. This restricts axial lengths of elements, whose maximum aspect ratios are

kept no greater than 100 to avoid a slow convergence rate. ln the boundary layer at

least 20 points are put to resolve large gradients. As the boundary layer grows on the

slender body, the meshes near the body become thicker towards the tail of the body.

The measurements at the inlet plane were taken at 1.804 propeller diameter Upstream

t of the propeller. This distance is considered to be reasonable as the inlet plane because

the influence of a propeller on an axisymmetric stern boundary layer was found to be

contained within a limited region extending two propeller diarneters upstream of the

propeller{3]. Since the measurements downstream of the propeller were made at 0.208

and 1.0 propeller diameters, the exit plane is chosen at 4.0 propeller diameter which is

expected to be far enough. The radial distances from the axisymmetric center line are

2.4 times the propeller radius for a streamlined drag body with no propeller and also for

ducted and nonducted propellers on that body. This radial distance is considered to be

long enough for the flow there to be remain inviscid and to provide good boundary

conditions. V
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4. PROPELLER MODELING AND
t SOLUTION PROCEDURES

4.1 Modeling ofPropeller

As mentioned in the Introduction, an actutator disk is employed here to model a

propeller. A disk with radius and thickness equal to the real propeller takes the place

of the propeller. The disk has radial variations ofthrust and torque, which are converted

into body f'orces to generate the same effects on the flow as the actual propeller does.

However, little is known about the radial distributions of the thrust and torque, but only

the global magnitudes of the thrust and torque are known from experimental

measurement. The radial variations are assumed to be of simple form, but their total

integrated values should match the global thrust and torque.
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4.1.1 Nonducted Propeller

4.1.1.1 Exgerünental conditions

The calculations made for a streamlined drag body and for a non·ducted propeller

in this study were to be compared to experiments performed at Virginia Tech[l98]. The

experiments were conducted in the 6 ft by 6 ft test section of the Stability Wind Tunnel

at nominal Reynolds numbers based on the body diameter of 0.45 >< 10*. The free

stream velocity was 150 ft/sec.

The model, originally designed for the investigation of free surface effects, consisted

of two axisymmetric slender bodies which were connected by a flat plate strut in the

vertical plane of symmetry as shown in Fig.2. The bodies had a slenderness ratio,

(L/Dt,) • of 15; they were 90 in. long with a diameter of 6 in. and had a streamlined nose

and pointed tail. The flat plate strut was 60 in. long, 6 in. wide and 0.375 in. thick with

a streamlined leading edge and a sharp trailing edge. The strut was connected to a strain

gage balance which measured the drag force.

Propulsion for a nonducted propeller case was provided by a 3 hp. motor turning a

three-bladed propeller with a diameter of 6 inches. The blades were twisted to 44 deg.

pitch angle at 70% radius. Self-propelled and 100% over·thrusted conditions for the

body were found with the strain gage balance and these occurred at the propeller

rotational speeds of 12,900 rpm and 17,100 rpm, respectively.

The mean flow parameters, viz. the three components ofvelocity and static pressure,

and the six_components of the Reynolds stresses were measured at two stations in the
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near wake at 0.208 and 1.0 propeller diameters downstream ofthe propeller plane. More

details of the measurement techniques and data can be found in reference[198].

In a separate set of experiment, the boundary layer was rneasured carefully at 1.804 _

propeller diameters upstream of the prope11er[199]. This location was sufliciently far

upstream to be free of propeller influence. The measurements provided the

specificationsvof three components of mean velocities and turbulence intensities at the
1 ' inflow boundary for the calculations.

4.1.1.2 Estünation ot thrust and torgue

For the calculations, values of net thrust and torque produced by the propeller were

needed. Unfortunately, from the experiments, only the rotational speeds and the fact

that the experiment was selflpropelled or 100% over-thrusted were known, where by

selflprepelled it is meant that the thrust generated by the propeller is equal to the drag

and by 100% over-thrusted twice the drag. An additional fact was also known which

allows a calculation of thrust and torque. Without the propeller operating, the drag

coeflicient of the body alone was measured as 0.19 and the drag coeflicient of the body

and flat plate strut was 0.25 based on the cross-sectional area of the body. The

equivalent rotational speeds for the axisymmetric self·propelled and over-thrusted cases
l V

are 11,900 rpm and 15,100 rpm, obtained by inter- and extrapolation of two rotational

speeds of 12,900 rpm and 17,100 rpm for both of the nonaxisymmetric cases.

The pressure distribution on the aft portion of the body is changed by the propeller

in operation, so that an augmented drag factor, otherwise known as a thrust deduction
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fraction, must be added to the drag coefficient of 0.19. The coeüicient of drag of 0.19

produces a thrust in the absence of interaction, 7}, of 0.917 lb.
1

Following the method in reference[200], the augmented thrust is calculated for the .

self-propelled case. The nominal thrust coeflicient, C„, , is calculated.

(4.1)
1 L U2 BL

where D, is the propeller diameter. The wake fraction, w, , is calculated from the axial

velocity distribution at the propeller location without the propeller operating.

2:
U(1 -7) rdrdß

W) = LJ—- = 0.147 (4.2)
Dr

. "
'T

which was obtained from the solution of the wake behind a slender body. With these

quantities, the thrust deduction fraction,L, is calculated.

(1 + c„,)"’ — 1
l

_/},, = 2wf
It Cm

=¤ 0.140 (4.3)

The augmented thrust with the propeller operating, T, can then be calculated.

T = *— = 1.07 lb 4.4_ 1 *]}:1 ( )
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With no direct information on the efficiency of the propeller available, a value of 70%

was taken as a reasonable value for this type of prope11er[83] and torque was calculated

as -

Tur 4 6Q
_

21::11;where

n is a number of revolution per second and 1; is the efticiency of the propeller.

Torque for the selflpropelled case was calculated as 0.184 1b·ft. Likewise for the 100%

over-thrusted case, thrust was calculated at 2.12 lb and torque at 0.287 1b·ft. The

efiiciency was assumed to remain at 70% also.

The thrust and torque coeflicents, expressed as
U

TK=T
pw 112 D;

(4.6)
QKQ = 2 6 ·p°°)1 DP

are calculated as 0.199 and 0.0683 for the self—propelled case, and 0.245 and 0.0664 for

the over-thrusted case, respectively.

4. I.1.3 Progeller modzling

The propeller is modeled as an actuator disk of radius equal to the actual radius of

the propeller and a thickness, A1, roughly equal to the actual thickness of the propeller.

The thrust and torque are allowed to vary radially, but are constant in the tangential

direction. The actual distribution of thrust and torque radially along the propeller is not
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known. An engineering rule of thumb[40] is used to center the maximum thrust around

the 70% radius of the propeller and to make the distribution of torque similar.

Therefore, a simple trapezoidal distribution of thrust is adopted with thrust beginning

at the hub and increasing linearly to a plateau ofmaximum thrust surrounding the 70%

radius location and then dropping to zero at the tip. And as towards the tip the

incidence and the chord length of the blade reduce, the magnitude of torque towards the

tip is diminished[81-83]. The assumed distributions of the thrust and torque are shown

in Fig. 20(a), where t, is the maximum value of the thrust, q„, and
q_,

are the values of

the torque at r, and r,, and R, is the radius of the propeller. The values of r, , r, , and r,

were set to 0.0834, 0.474, and 0.925 R, , respectively. This is not a unique choice, but it

is based on experience with the predictions of simple propeller preformance codes for

propellers of this type{40,41,20l,202]. The same form is adopted for the distribution of

the torque, q, producing the swirl. lts maximum value is denoted by q, . The upstream

face of the propeller disk is located at x/D„ = - Ar/D, = -0.0417, while the downstream

face of the propeller is located at x/D, = 0.0. These distributions are integrated to yield

the global thrust and torque of the propeller:

~ T (4.7)
.4, R,

Q = I I
rz q(r, 8) drdü = 21:]* rz q,(r) dr

' (4.8)
.4, R,

where A, is the propeller disk area. This integration results as:

T = 0.209 7Z rm (4.9)
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and

Q = 0.05831zq,,, (4.10)

where q,,, = q,, and q„,, = 0.61q,„ are used. From the measured global thrust and

torque the values of 1,, and q,, can be obtained.

The values of the body forces, _/Q and_/Q, used in the linite element code are arrived
‘ at by nondimensionalizing r,, and q,„ and dividing by the thickness of the propeller.

J? = ***7*%*;;* 8 <“·“>
0.209 1t pw Uw Do0

Q
/90.0583 TZ pw Uw

DoForthe selflpropelled and over-thrusted cases, this resulted in the dimensionless

values for the body forces, _/{ of 3.045 and 6.299, and_/Q of4.100 and 6.126, respectively.

4.1.2 Ducted Propeller

The present investigation is aimed at comparison of wakes downstream of the

propeller with and without a duct. For this purpose, a ducted propeller was located at

the same position of the same slender body, and its net thrust and torque are kept the

same as the ones for the nonducted, self-propelled condition. Since the duct increases

overalldrag of the propulsive system, the magnitude of the global thrust generated by

the propeller and duct should be increased. The drag of the duct is not known a priori.
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Therefore, the momentum differences of both cases between two points somewhere far

upstream and downstream must be compared.
U

4.1.2.1 Dctcrmination ot duct shage ‘

For better and easier comparisons, most of the conditions employed for the

computation of the selflpropelled case remain fixed except the global magnitudes and

radial diatributions of thrust and torque. For simplicity, a straight converging nozzle

with zero thickness was chosen as a duct in this study. The specifications of the duct

are as follows:

clearance between duct and blade tip = 0.06 in.,

duct length = 3 in., -0.250, to 0.250,

propeller location in duct = 50% from the leading edge of duct,

duct incidence
-

4.0 deg.

The duct is aligned well with the streamlines so that no separation occurs on both sides

of the duct. The incidence was determined to satisfy the condition ofno separation.

4.1.2.2 Distribution ot thrust and torgue

It should be mentioned that the combination of the duct, propeller, and body is not

optimal; in other words the incidence of the duct, duct length, duct location, clearance,
° and most importantly the radial distributions of thrust and torque are not necessarily

best choice. The basic reasons for ducting a propeller are that the radius ofthe propeller

is reduced, the number of blades are increased, and the blades are generally wider
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towards their tips. However, in this study the radius
of“

the blades was not changed, and

the actuator disk model does not account for the number of blades.

Estimating the radial distributions of thrust and torque, we start with a typical

distribution of circulation,
1'“

(r), around a blade of a ducted propeller{6]. The global

thrust and torque can be expressed as

T= Zrrf r1,(r)a'r = ZI pwrI”(r)dr (4.13)

and

Q = Zrcf r2q,(r) dr = Z p Vx(r) rl'(r) dr (4.14)
RP RP

In the above cquations Z denotes the number of" blades, w( = 21m) the angular velocity

of the propeller in rad/sec, and V,(r) the radial profile of" axial velocity offlow. From the

above equations

Zim = §r<r> (416)
and

Zn V„„(1)1“(1)4„(1) — 2, -*-7 (416)

are obtained. The thrust per unit area, 1,, which has the same shape as I', and the torque

per unit volume, q, , are shown in Fig. 20(b). 1,, and 1,, are the values of the thrust at

r, and r, and q, is the maximum value of the torque. The values of' r,, r,, and r, were set

to 0.0834, 0.30, and 0.90 R,,, respectively. The global thrust and torque generated by the

propeller alone for the self-propelled condition are calculated at 1.324 lb and 0.184 lb-ft,
of' which the thrust is 24 % larger than that of the nonducted selflpropelled value, and
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the torque remains the same as the one for the nonducted propeller, but the elliciency

drops to 56.5%. The equivalent body forces are 3.281 at r, and 4.174 at r, for the thrust

and 4.054 for the torque.

4.2 Solution Procedures

4.2.1 Nondimensionalization

The goveming equations are cast into nondimensionalized form for

normaliza.tion[203]. The reference values for such procedure are the length D„(body

diameter), velocity U, (free stream velocity), viscosity u, or v,, and density p,. By

using these quantities the following nondimensionalized variables can be obtained:
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where the nondimensionalized variables are denoted by an asterisk. ,1 is a penalty

parameter and all other variables are defined at the previous section.

The nondimensionalized equations are expressed by Eq.(A.l) through Eq.(A.10) in
Appendix A. It should be mentioned that even the turbulence transport equations are

nondimensionalized by the velocity and length scales of the mean field quantities in free

stream. lf the k· and c~equations are nondimensionalized by the turbulence velocity

(u., friction velocity) and length (I ~ scales, then there should be extra factors,

for example, (U,/11.)* in the production term of the k —equation.
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The consequence of nondimensionalization lies in the following two aspects. First,
the better conditioning of the global matrix can be obtained. Second, by choosing
properly the values for the reference velocity and length, the variables are normalized so
that their values are limited between certain prescribed limits.

4.2.2 Solution Methods

The application of the Galerkin frnite element method to the stationary
Navier·Stokes and turbulent transport equations results in a set of nonlinear algebraic
equations that may be represented in matrix form as

[K(A, v,(A))] = F g (4.18)

where K is the global system matrix, A is the global vector of unknowns,
[U,, U,, U,, k, E]', and F is a vector which includes the effects of the body forces and

boundary conditions. Pressure is recovered explicitly by using the consistent integration
of penalty function formulation. The extra source terms in k — and 6 —equations for
the treatment ofwall effects are included in Eq.(4.14); however, these source terms are
simply neglected in fully turbulent region, say y* > 100 . It is generally known that the
wall influence becomes negligible beyond yr of 60[l05,l8l]. The wall correction
parameterL for c„ asymptotically approaches to a value of l near y* equal to 100.

Since the set ofequations is highly nonlinear, an effective iterative procedure is a key
issue. Newton type methods, Newton-Rapson and Quasi-Newton, have a quadratic
convergence rate, but they suffer a small radius of convergence. Many earlier researches

reported that an inconveniently extremely good initial guess was necessary to achieve
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convergence of' Newton method when using k-6 turbulence model[l8,80,85]. The
successive substitution is used throughout the iterations simply because it has a large
radius

of“
convergence to contain the sensitive variables k and 6. At each iteration an

exact solution is obtained by inverting the global stiflhess matrix through L/U
decomposition.

To start the iteration process, a Stokes' flow solution is obtained as an initial guess
for all problems solved in this work. And, to enhance the convergence rate, a weighted
sum of the last solution and the last but one is used for the updated solution vector f“or
linearization:

{A} = ¤={A}” + (1—¤){4}"" (4-19)

where n denotes the iteration number and cz, 0 S a S 1 , is an acceleration parameter.
Complex turbulent problems with sudden changes in variables are often dealt with by
using under-relaxed iterative techniques which can be controlled iteration by iteration.
The ralaxation parameter, cz, remains between 0.4 and 0.8 throughout the iterations for
all problems. This iteration process continues until the L,-norm of the relative error of
the solution vector drops to no greater than

l0·‘
for the first three problems and 10·° for

the ducted propeller.

Solutions are often corrupted by spurious node·to-node oscillations or wiggles.
Wiggles are likely to appear in convection dominant flow when a rapid change in the
solution occurs due to large gradients in flow. The only way to eliminate the oscillations
is to severely refme the mesh, such that convection no longer dominates on an element
level. It was discovered, however, that wiggle-free solutions could be obtained by the
use of upwind dilferencing on the convective term. Upwind differencing amounts to
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approximating the convective derivatives with solution values at the upstream and
central nodes of a three~node stencil. lt is well known that the Galerkin fmite element
method gives rise to central-difference type approximations of differential operators. It
is thus not surprising that wiggles have also afflicted central·difference fmite difference
solutions[205].

The drawback is that upwind differences are only first-order accurate(central
differences are second·order accurate). The loss of accuracy is manifested as overly
diffuse solutions. lt is well known that the upwinded convective term can be constructed
simply by adding artificial diffusion to a difference treatment. The oscillations in axial
velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and eddy viscosity in front of the propeller plane are
removed by adding the streamline upwind[55].
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Applications of' the k — 6 turbulence model with the wall and swirl treatments

previously described have been made to four problems:

1. flow through a sudden pipe expansion,

2. the stem region flow of' an axisymmetric slender body,

3. flow past a propeller on the same body operating at two rotational speeds,

4. flow past a ducted propeller on the same body.

The modification was interfaced to the existing fluid dynarnics program FlDAP[l2] using

the finite element method. The resulting code can simulate any kind of two-dimensional

and axisymmetric swirling flow problems and can be extended for applications to

three-dimensional flow simulations.
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5.1 Sudden Pipe Expansion ~

5.1.1 Solution Informations

The simulation of a turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement of a pipe is one
of the very interesting problems against which many workers in turbulence like to test
their turbulence models and computer codes. The key features this flow has are a sudden
separation from wall, recirculating motion downstream of the step, comer eddy, splitting
of a shear layer at reattachment, redevelopment of a sub-boundary layer downstream
of the reattachment, and self-adjusting motion of the flow in the central region to

varying environments as shown in Fig. 2(a). This problem constitutes a good validation

test of the wall modification as well as the basic turbulence model.

The characteristics chosen for this problem are as follows:

pipe diameter, D = 0.81 ft

enlarged pipe diameter, D,_ = 1.215 ft

step height, H
- é- (D,_·-D) = 0.2025 ft

expansion ratio, D,/D = 1.5

velocity at center at inlet boundary, U, = 10.0 ft

air density, p, =- 0.002378 slug/ftl

Reynolds number, Re, = pU,D/u = 50,000

Experiments[13-16,36] of similar conditions are available for comparison with the

present predictions. At the inlet boundary the flow was assumed to be fully developed.
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The boundary conditions at the inlet plane were obtained from Laufer's_ experiment for

a fully developed pipe flow[204], which carries extensive measured data even for the

turbulent quantities. The other boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2(b).

The pressure gradient, —dP/dx, was measured at 2.055 >< 10** lb/fi* , from which the

friction velocity at the inlet can be calculated as follow: The pressure drop is caused by

the viscous shear on the pipe wall, and therefore, the wall shear stress can be obtained

as

.. _aß - —¤ _L
zw - 2 dx - 0.416 x 10 R2 , (5.1)

where a is the radius of the pipe. The friction coefficient, C,( = 21,,/p U3), was calculated

at 0.0035 and the fricition velocity, u., resulted in 4.18% of the central velocity.

The inlet and exit planes are located at 4 step heights upstream and 20 step heights

downstream of the step. The downstream boundary is about 2.5 times reattachment

distance, so that the boundary conditions do not affect the reattachment distance. The

generated mesh has 2492 elements and 2616 nodal points, 17 and 29 nodes radially and

14 and 82 axially in each guiding and enlarged pipes as shown in Fig. 2. A few points

3 from the wall are put in the sublayer to treat the wall influences effectively. Linear

isotropic elements are used and the penalty function formulation with the consistent

integration method for pressure recovery is employed. Each node has 4 unknowns and

the total number of unknowns after reduction for boundary conditions is 9,873.

The equations of motion are nondimensionalized with respect to D, U,,_ and p, . The

initial guess is provided by a Stokes’ flow solution for the velocity field with constant

values of 0.001 for both k and 6 The nonlinear system of equations was solved by
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successive substitution with underrelaxation, the value of which_is taken at 0.5. The
clipping process for k, a, and ii, for better convergence rate, which limits the maximum

and minimum values, was required in the early stage of the iteration.' The computing

time for each iteration was 39 seconds on an IBM 3091 vector compiler at optimization
level 3 and 30 iterations were required for the L, -norm of the relative error of solution
vector with respect to the Stokes' flow solution to reach no greater than 10-*.

5.1.2 Comparison with Measurements and Other Predictions

The calculated streamlines and velocity vectors are drawn in Fig. 3, which apparently

shows the streamline split and recirculation zone. Fig. 4 demonstrates the friction

coeflicient variation along the pipe wall downstream of the step. The reattachment

distance is predicted where C, becomes zero at 7.4 step heights downstream of the step,

resulting in a good agreement with measurements[ 13-16] and other predictions by the
k—e models[20-22] and the Reynolds stress model[23]. The measured reattachment

distances are 6 to 9 step heights as can be seen in Fig. 5. Generally, the reattachment

distance is dependent on the inflow conditions, pressure gradient, step height ratio, and

Reynolds number. The maximum velocity of the reversed flow, according to this figure,

occurs around 3 step heights downstream of the step and reaches 10% of the central

velocity at the same axial location. The small values in C.} right behind the step indicate

the comer eddy, missing in the streamline plot. ·

The axial velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy profiles at the eight different

stations downstream of the step are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The reversed flow before

the reattachment and the newly generated sub-boundary layer growth behind it are well
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demonstrated in the velocity plot. The flow in the central region loses its momentum to
share with the flow in the outer part and gains turbulence transported laterally which
stems from the step. Near the wall, the turbulence is gradually increased as the new
boundary layer begins to grow up. lt should be noted that the maximum turbulent
kinetic energy occurs between the step and the reattachment point according to Fig. 7.
The value and trace of the maximum turbulent kinetic energy along the streamline
direction are plotted in Fig. 8 with the axial distance nondimensionalized by the

reattachment distance for the comparison with a couple of measurements for flow over
a backward facing step[36]. The point of the maximum turbulent kinetic energy moves
outwards as the streamlines do, while after the reattachment, it moves inwards as the
sub—boundary layer grows. The overall maximum turbulent kinetic energy occurs about

1 step height upstream of the reattachment point which is in an excellent agreement with
the observation of Eaton and Johnston[36], where they surveyed about 20 experiments

and came to that conclusion.

5.2 Stern Region Flow of an Axisymmetric Slender Body

5.2.1 Experimental Conditions and Solution Method

The simulation of a turbulent flow in the stem region ofa slender axisymmetric body

corresponds to the experiment of Mitra er aI.[l96]. This study provides the nominal

wakefield at the location of a propeller, which is necessary to calculate the adjusted

thrust and torque of the propeller. The characteristics of the experiment are as follows:
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free stream velocity, U, =· 210 ft/s _

free stream air density, p, = 0.002186 slug/ft°

Reynolds number, Re, = p,U,D,//,1 = 0.60 >< 10*

body diameter, D, = 0.5 ft

measured locations, X, = 0.021 and 0.5 ft behind body tail

The inflow boundary is located 1.804 body diameters upstream of the body tail,
where the boundary layer measurements were made. The outflow plane stands at 4 body

diameters downstream of the body tail to see the development of the wake behind the
body tail, while the free stream boundary stretches out to 1.2 body diameters where the

flow can be considered to be fully inviscid, as shown in Fig. 9(a). The boundary

conditions are well described in Section 3.1 and in Fig. 9(b). Briefly, the boundary values

at the inlet plane were supplied from the measurement, and no slip conditions on the

body surface and the traction-free and flux-free boundary conditions at the open ends

were employed except the radial velocity along the axisyrnrnetric line specified as zero.

From the measurement, the boundary layer thickness at the inlet plane is 0.075 ft.

from the body surface. The Reynolds number based on the free stream velocity U, and

the boundary layer thickness ö at the inlet plane is 90,000. At this Reynolds number

the skin friction coefficient can be estimated from the skin friction law,

= A lo \/E -E
g (Re,

2 )+ C B, (5.2)

where 5.6, -2.5, and 4.9 were suggested for the values of A, B, and C [105]. The above

formula was obtained from the defect law and the law of the wall, which are valid only

for a flow over flat plate without a pressure gradient. But, this formula can give a rough

value for_ C, of 0.00272, which is required for the wall treatment for the
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k — and 6 —equations. The friction velocity, u.( calculated from the friction
coefficient is 3.69% of the free stream velocity.

The generated mesh has 2,496 elements and 2,607 nodal points, 33 nodes radially and
79 nodes axially. The first point from the body is well inside the sublayer to trcat the
wall influences effectively. To account for the boundary layer growth, the mesh near the
body becomes thicker in the direction of strearnline. Linear isotropic elements are used
and the penalty function forrnulation with the consistent integration method for a
pressure recovery is employed. Each node has 4 unknowns and the total number of
unknowns after the reduction for boundary conditions is 10,068.

The equations of motion are nondimensionalized with respect to D, U,,_ and p,, . The
initial guess is provided by the Stokes' flow solution for the velocity field with Constant
values of 0.001 for both k and 6 The nonlinear system of equations was solved by the
successive substitution with underrelaxation, the value of which is taken at 0.5. A
clipping process was employed in the early stage of iterations for forcing convergence.
The computing time for each iteration was 47 seconds on the IBM 3091 vector compiler
at an optimization level 3 and 18 iterations were required for the L, —norm of the relative
error of solution vector with respect to Stokes' solution to reach no greater than 10·‘.

5.2.2 Comparison with Measurements and Analysis

The measurements[196] for the two components of the mean flow velocity, pressure,

and the six components of the fluctuating velocity correlations were made at two

stations downstream of the propellcr, x/D, = 0.042 and 1.0. The data used for
comparison with these axisymmetric calculations are along the radius straight below the
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body. ln Figs. 10 through 13, the predicted results are compared with the measured data
along that radial direction at two locations behind the propeller. The axial velocity
predictions are in an exellent agreement with the measurements except in the central
region right behind the slender body tail, where the prediction shows a slower
momentum buildup.

The radial velocities from the measurements were expected to be larger than they
should be because of the velocity defect due to the presence of the flat plate strut on the
body top. Behind the body, the flow direction is off upward to fill the momentum deficit.
This fact can be clearly seen in Fig. ll. Away from the centerline, the upward velocity
was measured much larger than the calculated values and did not fall down even in the
free stream region. At station x/D, = 1.0, a zero radial velocity occurred at
r/D, = 0.1 below the centerline.

The radial variations of the pressure coeflicient, C, = (P — P„,)/ é-p„U§, are
predicted very well at x/D, = 0.042, but are more gradual than the data measured at
x/D„ = 1.0. This also might be due to the three-dimensional effects mentioned above.
The flow might have been vertically readjusted downstream to end up with the smaller
pressure gradient.

The turbulent kinetic energy is examined in Fig. 13. The predicted data reveal less _
radial transport than the measurements. The maximum turbulent kinetic energy

calculated around r/D, = 0.10 and 0.11 at two stations of x/D, = 0.042 and 1.0, while
the maximum turbulent kinetic energy measured inside of r/D., = 0.16 at two stations.
The calculated peak values are about 20 % higher than the measured values. This is
much better prediction than the one, 35 °/0 higher prediction than the measured data of
a similar experiment[43], obtained by the forrnulation of the vorticity-stream function
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with an integrated turbulent kinetic energy equation solved by Schetz cz al [41]. The
sharp extremum of the turbulent kinetic energy at x/D, = 0.042 on the centerline is due
to the large radial gradient of the axial velocity as shown in Fig. 10.

The boundary layer profiles for the tangential velocity and turbulent kinetic energy

predicted at five different locations on the body surface are presented in Figs. 14 and 15.
RW( = r — r,) denotes the normal distance from the body surface at each axial location.
The boundary layer growth is illustrated well and its thickness at x/D, = -0.2 is about

twice that at inlet plane, x/D, = -1.8. Generally, the point with the maximum turbulent

kinetic energy is located around at y* = 20, but due to the convex geometry the point

of the peak turbulent kinetic energy moves away from the body surface.

The skin friction coefficient on the surface is shown in Fig. 16. It is deduced from

the nearest three tangential velocities to the body surface including zero velocity at the

surface, which provides the values of the second order of accuracy. The estimated

friction coefficient, C, of 0.00272, at the inflow boundary is proved to be an excellent

choice according to this figure. Note that the skin friction coefficent near the body tail

is diminished to about 1/3 of that at the inlet plane. The occurrence ofwiggles around

the inlet plane is due to the inaccurate boundary conditions very near the body surface,

where measured data were not provided. The streamline upwinding is employed, but

there still remain wiggles, which can be removed by providing better inlet boundary

conditions and/or by increasing upwinding effects.

The predicted wake downstream of the body are illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18. At

station x/D, = 0.042 the axial velocity profile is similar to the boundary layer profile,

whileafter x/D, = 1.0 it tums into the normal wake profile with inflection points. The

centerline velocity gains momentum and the width of the wake grows. The similarity
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between the velocity profiles are not obtained. The sharp peak of the turbulent kinetic
energy coming off from the body tail disappears as the flow proceeds downstream and
the points of the maximum velocity gradient and maximum turbulent kinetic energy
move outwards as the width of the wake grows. The maximum value of the turbulent

kinetic energy also diminishes downstream.

5.3 Nonducted Propeller

5.3.1 Solution Informations

This simulation ofa turbulent shear flow past a propeller operating at two rotational

speeds behind a slender body of revolution corresponds to the experiment of Mitra at

al[197]. The characteristics of the experiment were mentioned in detail in Chapter 4.

The inflow boundary is located 1.804 body diameters upstream of the propeller,

where the boundary layer measurements were made. The outflow plane stands at 4 body

diameters downstream of the propeller, while the free stream botmdary stretches out to

1.2 body diameters, as showm in Fig. I9(a). The boundary conditions are basically the

same as the ones for the wake behind a strearnlined body explained earlier. See Fig.

19(b).

The skin friction coefficient at the inlet plane was obtained by the same way

explained in the previous section. The Reynolds number based on the free stream

velocity U, and the boundary layer thickness 6 at the inlet plane is 58,000. At this
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Reynolds number the skin friction coefiicient C, resulted in 0.00292 and the friction
velocity u. was 3.82% of the free stream velocity.

The selected mesh has 2,607 elements and 2,720 nodal points, 34 nodes radially and
80 nodes axially. The first point from the body is well inside the sublayer to treat the
wall influences effectively. To account for the boundary layer growth, the mesh near the
body becomes thicker in the direction of streamline. Linear isotropic elements are used
and the penalty function formulation with the consistent integration method for a
pressure recovery is employed. Each node has 5 unknowns and the total number of
unknowns after the reduction for boundary conditions is 13,147.

The equations ofmotion are nondimensionalized with respect to D, U„_ and p, . The
initial guess for the self·prope1led case is provided by the Stokes' flow solution for the
velocity field and constant values of 0.001 for both k and s and for the over-thrusted
the converged solution of the selflpropelled. The nonlinear system of equations is solved
by the successive substitution with underrelaxation, the value ofwhich is varied between
0.5 and 0.7 for the better convergence rate. The computing time for each iteration was
74 seconds on the IBM 3091 vector compiler at an optirnization level 3, and 37 and 14
iterations for both cases respectively were required for the L, —norm of the relative error
of solution vectorwith respect to Stokes' solution to reach no greater than l0·‘.

5.3.2 Analysis for Se1f—Prope1led Case

The measurements[I97] for the three components of the mean flow velocity,

pressure, and the six components of the fluctuating velocity correlations were made at
two stations, x/D, = 0.208 and 1.0, downstream of the propeller. The data used for
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comparison are the one straight below the body. In Figs. 21 through the simulated
results are compared with the measured data along the radial direction at two locations
behind the propeller. The axial velocity predictions are in an exellent agreement with the
measurements except in the central region right behind the slender body tail, where the
prediction shows a faster momentum buildup.

The radial velocities at the centerline of the measurements were off from zero values
due to the aforementioned three-dimensional effects. If zero corrcction is made, the
predictions at two locations of x/D, = 0.208 and 1.0 are in a good agreement with the
measured values. The maximum radial velocity predictcd at station x/D, = 0.208
reaches 4.3% of the free stream velocity and occurs at r/D, = 0.27, while it was 3.3%
at r/D, == 0.23 for the case without the propeller shown in Fig. ll. This illustrates the
strong contraction of streamlines caused by the propeller action. The radial velocity
quickly relaxes downstream.

Fig. 23 presents the swirl profiles in the radial direction, which are entirely dependent
on the torque distribution. The predictcd values compare very well with the measured
data except in the central region. The swirl velocity is slightly greater at
x/D, == 1.0 than at xlD„ = 0.208 and the maxmum values occur between r/D, = .0.17

and 0.25 and reach 20% or more of the free stream velocity. The maximum torque for
the calculation was given at r/D„ = 0.237, where the predictcd circumferential velocities
have their maximum magnitudes, which are also in a fair agreement with the
measurement. The swirl velocity can be improved further by providing a more realistic
torque distribution.

The pressure coefficients compare well away from the centerline at two stations, but
show some discrepancies in the central region as seen in Fig. 24. This also might be due
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to the reason of nonaxisymmetry explained earlier. The augmented pressure due to the
propeller action relaxes quickly down below the free stream reference pressure in the
central region at the station ofx/D, = 1.0. Further analysis will be followed later in the
pressure contour plot.

The turbulent kinetic energy, one of the major concerns, is plotted in Fig. 25 for both
the predicted and the measured values. The comparison cannot be direct because of the

periodic large-scale mean motion with high frequencies emanating from the three-bladed

propeller. The time scale of the periodic mean motion is about 1.55 x 10·° seconds at

12,900 rpm. The characteristic time scale of the turbulent motion can be obtained using

the calculated k and 1:. Those nondimensionalized values are approximately 0.005 and

0.0035 at x/D, = 1.0 near the centerline. The dimensional values are

1 =.· 0.005 vg = 112.5 fi *1 sec *,
1; z 0.0035 U3/Do = 23,400 rt *1 sec *,

and from these quantities

ll = JF = 10.6 ms,
1. = 18/*16 =- 0.0505 rt,
t = L/ll = 4.76 x IO': sec,

where u, L, and 1 denote the characteristic velocity, length, and time scales. Since both

the times scales are of the same order of magnitude, the X-wire probes measured not

only the fluctuating velocities but also the periodic mean-motion velocities. The

captured data shown in the figure was obtained by averaging for three seconds. The

high level of the peak values of the turbulent kinetic energy around r/D, = 0.413, where

the maximum thrust occurs, is not only because of the high turbulence caused by the
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trailing vortices, but also because of the large-scale pulsating motion._ Therefore, the

comparison with the measured data is not meaningful. However, at two points on the

axisymmetric line, the measured and the predicted values show good agreement. The

comparison with and without the propeller operation can be made. From Figs. 13 and

25, the maximum values of the turbulent kinetic energy are increased by about 33% at

two stations, but the peak points are shifted into the central region at x/D, = 0.208 by

the streamline contraction and away from the center line at x/D, = 1.0.

The boundary layer profiles for the tangential velocity and turbulent kinetic energy

predicted at five different locations on the body surface are presented in Figs. 26 and 27.

The notation RW( = r — r,) denotes the normal distance from the body surface at each

axial location. The boundary layer grows and its thickness at x/D, = -0.2 is more than

twice that at the inlet plane, x/D, = -1.8. At station x/D, = -0.2 it is clearly seen that

the flow is pulled forward around r/D, = 0.4. The development of the turbulent kinetic

energy shows the similar shape and magnitude as that without propeller operation. The

convex geometry makes the point of the peak turbulent kinetic energy move away from

the body surface.

The skin friction coefficient on the body surface is shown in Fig. 28. The estimated
”

friction coefficient at the inlet plane, C, of 0.00292, is shown to be underpredictive. In

fact, the skin friction law, Eq.(5.l), is valid only for the flow with no pressure gradient.

Note that the skin friction coefficient at the propeller location is dirninished to about 1/4

of that at the inlet plane. Upstream of the propeller the magnitude of the skin friction

when the propeller operates is increased by 30% to 50% over the case without the

propeller. However, the skin friction reduces quickly around the propeller because the

flow is pulled away from the bedy surface by the propeller action.
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The pressure contour plot in Fig. 29 describes the sudden jump across the propeller

and the relaxation centered at 1.7 body diameters downstream of the propeller. The

relaxed pressure is even smaller than the free stream reference pressure. The contour

lines steming from the inlet plane is due to a defect in the boundary condition. A small

defect in the continuity condition resulted in the large pressure near the inlet plane,

which is typical phenomenon in the penalty function method. This defect in pressure

does not seem to affect the flow field noticeably. lt should be mentioned that the values

in the legend represent the nondimensinalized pressure, (P — P„,)/p,,Uä, which is twice the

nominal pressure coeflicient.

The predicted wake downstream of the propeller is illustrated in Figs. 30 and 31.

The accelerated flow around r/D, = 0.4 maintains its momentum, while the wake in the

central region coming off from the body tail continuously gains momentum and expands

laterally. The turbulent kinetic energy also transports radially, but the maximum value

gradually reduces.

5.3.3 Analysis for Over-Thrusted Case

The measurements[197] for the three components of the mean flow velocity,

pressure, and the six components of the fluctuating velocity correlations for the

over-thrusted condition were made at the same two stations, x/D, =0.208 and 1.0,

dovmstream of the propeller as the self-propelled condition. The data used for

comparison are the one straight below the body. In Figs. 32 through 36, the simulated

results are _compared with the measured data along that radial direction at two locations
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behind the propeller. The axial velocity predictions are in a good agreement with the

measurements except the outer region than the propeller diameter.

The radial velocities at the centerline of the measurements were offfrom zero values

due to the aforementioned three·dimensiona1 effects. lf zero correction is made, the

predictions at two locations of x/D, = 0.208 and 1.0 are in a fair agreement with the

measured values. The maximum radial velocity predicted at station x/D, = 0.208T
reaches 6.2% of the free stream velocity and occurs around r/D, =0.40, while it was

4.3% at r/D,
-

0.27 for the selflpropelled and 3.3% at r/D,
-

0:23 for the case without

the propeller shown in Figs. 22 and 11. This shows that the larger power makes the

streamlines more contracted even when the total speed increase due to the larger power

is accounted for.

Fig. 34 presents the swirl profiles in the radial direction, which are entirely dependent

on the torque distribution. The predicted values compare very well with the measured

data. The different feature of the swirl velocity for the over·thrusted case from the

self·thrusted is that the region in which the maximum velocity is greater at x/D, = 1.0

than at x/D, = 0.208 is confined around r/D, = 0.2. The measurement and the

prediction agree well each other in this fact. The maximum values at two locations reach

30% or more of the free stream velocity. ‘

The pressure coeflicients compare well away from the centerline at two stations, but

show some discrepancies in the central region as shown in Fig. 35. This also might be

due to the reason of the nonaxisymmetry explained earlier. The calculated pressure

relaxation is much larger than that for the self-propelled case due to the larger velocity,

and the pressure at x/D, ·= 1.0 is much less than the free stream reference pressure.
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The turbulent kinetic energy is plotted in Fig. 36 for both the predicted and the

measured. But it does make little sense to compare both due to the aforementioned

reasons in the previous section. A comparison of the calculated data of the

selflpropelled and the over-thrusted can be made. From Figs. 25 and 36, the maximum

values of the turbulent kinetic energy for the latter are increased by about 30% to 40%

over the former at two stations and the peak point is slightly shifted into the central

region.

The boundary layer profiles for the tangential velocity and turbulent kinetic energy

predicted at five different locations on the body surface are presented in Figs. 37 and 38.

The notation RW( == r — r,) denotes the normal distance from the body surface at each

axial location. The boundary layer growth is shown well, and its thickness at

x/D, =-0.2 is about twice the one at the inlet plane, x/D, =—l.8. However, the

boundary layer growth is the smallest in the case of the over—thrusted and the largest in

the case of no propeller. This can be explained by a favorable pressure gradient

Upstrcam of the propeller induced by the propeller motion. At station x/D, = -0.2 it is

clearly seen that the flow is pulled forward around r/D, = 0.4. The development of the

turbulent kinetic energy shows the similar shape as the one for the self·propelled case.

But the level is a little enhanced. The convex geometry makes the point of the peak .
· turbulent kinetic energy move away from the body surface.

The skin friction coefficient on the the surface is shown in Fig. 39. It is depicted

10% to 30% larger than that for the self-propelled case. The skin friction coefficient at

the propeller location is reduced to about 1/3 of that at the inlet plane.

The pressure contour plot in Fig. 40 describes clearly the abrupt jump across the

propeller and the relaxation centered between 1 and 2 body diameters downstream of the
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propeller. The contours show the same characteristics as the ones for the self-propelled

case. The values in the legend represent the nondimensinalized pressure which is twice

the pressure coefficient as explained earlier.

The predicted wake downstream of the propeller are illustrated in Figs. 4l and 42

The accelerated flow around r/D„ = 0.4 keeps its momentum, while the wake in the

central region coming off from the body tail continuously gains momentum and expands

laterally. The turbulent kinetic energy also transports radially but the maximum value

of it gradually reduces. The overall trend is very similar to the case of the selflpropelled.

The variations of the three velocity components and pressure along the streamwise
l

direction at r/R, = 0.8 where the maximum thrust is generated are displayed in Figs. 43

through 46 for both cases. Note that at the inflow boundary the radial distance from

the body surface(r„/D„ = 0.388) to this line is very short. In Fig. 43, one clearly sees the

strong streamline acceleration of the flow between upstream and downstream of the

propeller. The accelerated flow at r/R,= 0.8 does not lose speed even after 4 body

diameters downstream of the propeller. The radial velocity profiles are shown in Fig.

44. lf there were no solid boundary, the radial velocity would make a sharp V·letter type

profile across the pr0peller[8l,82]. Generally, the propeller effect on the radial velocity

is confined in a small region upstream and downstream of the propeller. The strong

streamline contraction is demonstrated well in the figure. Far Upstrcam of the propeller,

the radial component of velocity adjusts itself to satisfy the continuity along the convex

surface in the proximity. The radial velocity is reduced along the streamline

downstream.

Fig. 45 shows that the upstream influence of the propeller on the swirl velocity is

negligible compared with the downstream influence as depicted by the inviscid vortex
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theory[l27,l28]. The high rotational speed does not slow down until body diameters

downstream of the propeller. The small wiggles upstream of the propeller are typical
phenomena when the Galerkin formulation is applied to the How problems with a
sudden change.

The streamline Variation of the pressure coefficients along r/R,= 0.8 , where the

maximum thrust occurs, is well described in Fig. 46. A large drop right in front of the

propeller and discontinuous sudden jump is typical for the actuator disk theory.

Downstream of the propeller the pressure relaxation follows.

5.4 Ducted Propeller

5.4.1 Solution Informations

This simulation is aimed wholly at the qualitative comparison of the predicted wake

fields downstream ofducted and nonducted propellers at a self-propelled condition. For

this purpose, the axial momentum increase past the propulsive system and the global

torque due to the propeller in action should remain same. The characteristics of the

ducted propeller were mentioned ir1 detail in Chapter 4.

The computational domain is exactly the same as the one for the nonducted

propeller case. The inHow boundary is located at 1.804 body diameters upstream of the

propeller. The outHow plane stands at 4 body diameters downstream of the propeller,

while the free stream boundary stretches out to 1.2 body diameters, as shown in Fig. 47.
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The boundary conditions are described in the same figure. Briefly, at the inlet plane the

measured boundary layer values were used, and no slip conditions on the slender body

and duct surfaces and the traction·free and flux·free boundary conditions at the open

ends were employed. And also along the axisymmetric line the radial velocity was

constrained to zero. See Fig. 47.

The computed result for the skin friction coefficient at the nonducted self~propelled

condition was used for the wall treatment, assuming that the presence of the duct does

not affect the boundary layer profile. The boundary layer profile around the duct is

totally unknown; the boundary layer thicknesses on both sides of the duct were assumed

initially. After several iterations in the solution process, the boundary layer profiles

could be obtained and the skin friction coefficients were updated. After two repetitions

of the update of the coefficients, they did not change appreciably.

The effective wall treatment for the k - 6 model needs many points near wall. The

presence of the three solid surfaces, the central slender body and two sides of the duct,

required many nodal points near the surfaces and made the global system of equations

very large. The mesh was generated in such a way that the number ofnodal points was

kept as small _as possible while many points to treat the wall influence effectively were

put near the walls. The selected mesh had 4,370 elements and 4,512 nodal points, 47

nodes radially and 96 nodes axially. The first point from the body was well inside the

sublayer. To account for the boundary layer growth, the mesh near the body became

thicker in the streamline direction. Linear isotropic elements were used and the penalty

function formulation with the consistent integration method for a pressure recovery was

employed. Each node has 5 unknovms and the total number of unknowns after the

reduction for boundary conditions is 21,897.
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The equations of motion were nondimensionalized with respect to_ D, U„_ and p, .

The initial guess for the self-propelled case was provided by the Stokes' flow solution for

the velocity field and constant values of' 0.001 for both k and c . The nonlinear system

of equations was solved by the successive substitution with underrelaxation, the value

of which was fixed at 0.5 for the better convergence rate. The computing time for each

iteration was 176 seconds on the IBM 3091 vector compiler at an optimization level 3,

and 41 iterations was required for the L, —norm of the relative error of solution vector

with respect to Stokes' solution to reach no greater than l0·‘.

5.4.2 Analysis for Self·Propelled Case

Since the drag and the duct interaction with other components of the propulsive

system were not known a priori, the global thrust of the propeller alone for the

self·propelled condition was obtained after a couple of sample runs with different levels

of thrust. The global thrust of the propeller alone was obtained as 24 % larger than the

thrust of the nonducted propeller to cancel the increased drag due to the duct. The large

increase in the thrust is, as mentioned earlier, due to the fact that the combination ofthe

selected duct, propeller, and slender body is not optimal. ‘

The predicted mass flow rates and momentum fluxes through the free stream

boundary of' a circular cross section of radius of 1.2D,, for four cases of the

non-propelled(stern region flow of' a slender body), and the self'·propelled, over-thrusted,

and ducted propeller were presented in Fig. 48. Around the axial location of the duct,

the mass entrainment from the free stream predicted for the ducted propeller is slightly

less than that for the nonducted propeller at the same self-propelled condition. The
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increase of momentum flux across the propeller plane of the ducted, propeller was
predicted larger than that of the nonducted propeller. Since the momentum changes
between far upstream and far downstream for both propellers were shown same, the

condition of the same net thrust was verified.

The boundary layer profiles of the axial velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy on
the slender body are shown in Figs. 49 and 50. They do not show a substantial

difference up to -0.6D, from the profiles of the nonducted selflpropelled case. At the

station of ·0.2D„ the axial velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy show stiff gradients

due to the presence of the duct. The skin friction coeflicient of the ducted propeller is

slightly larger than that of the nonducted propeller as shown in Fig. 5l. The larger skin

friction is obvious inside the duct because the boundary layer growth is now damped due

to the presence of the duct, which can be seen in a comparison of Figs. 26 and 49.

Fig. 52 shows the boundary layer profiles on the inside and outside surfaces of the

duct. The boundary layers on both sides grow rapidly due to adverse pressure gradients.

Upstream and downstream wakes due to the presence of the duct are also seen in the

figure. Fig. 53 represents the skin friction coefficients on the both sides of the duct. The

boundary layer growths are well indicated in the figure. The velocity vectors around the

duct were plotted in Fig. 54, where wake and its development downstream of the duct

was displayed well.

In the pressure contour plot around the duct of Fig. 55, the pressure jump past the

propeller is clearly seen. In the central region, the pressure relaxation can be seen, but

downstream of the duct there follows a slight increase in pressure in a finite region,

which seems to be due to a momentum deticit. The contour values shown in the legend
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are of the nondimensionalized value, (P- P,,,)/p„U§, which is one half of the pressure
coeflicient.

The predicted axial velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy profiles downstream of
the propeller, ducted and nonducted, at the selflpropelled condition, were compared in
Figs. 56 and 57. The velocity deficit and recovery is well described. The ducted propeller
has larger momentum in the central region, but smaller in the outer region than the
momentum of the nonducted propeller, ending up with an equal magnitude of
momentum. The wake downstream of the duct generates high level of turbulence as can
be seen in Fig. 57. The turbulence gradually diminishes and spreads laterally.

The predictions for the three velocity components and the pressure coeflicient along
80% of the propeller radius, around where the maximum thrust occurs, were shown in
Figs. 58 through 61. Up to two propeller diameters downstream of the ducted propeller,
the axial velocity is larger than that of the nonducted propeller. Far downstream, the
axial velocity is diminished, because the region is in the wake caused by the duct. The
stronger streamline constraction and upstream influence on the radial velocity of the
ducted propeller is seen in Fig. 59. In Fig. 60, the same shape of the swirl velocity as the
axial velocity is shown; since the ducted propeller generates larger angular momentum
towards the blade tip than the nonducted propeller, the magnitude of' the swirl velocity
around r/R, = 0.8 for the ducted propeller is larger than that for the nonducted

propeller. The swirl velocity is reduced in the wake region downstream of the duct. The
upstream influence on the swirl velocity is negligible for both cases. The predicted
pressure coeflicient along the same axial line were compared f“or the ducted and
nonducted cases in Fig. 61. The ducted propeller generates the larger pressure change
across the propeller plane.
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This work has successfully applied the Navier-Stokes equations and the

two-equation turbulence model with the low Reynolds number wall modifications to

four flow problems. The result demonstrated the applicability of the fmite element

method to the two-equation turbulence model for solving complex turbulent shear flows.

The results can be summarized as:

1. The predicted _reattachment distance was in a good agreement with measurements

and other predictions.

2. The predictions of the mean flow field were in an excellent agreement with the

measurement for the stem region flow of an axisymmetric slender body. The

predicted turbulent kinetic energy was about 20% larger than the measured, which

is a big improvement over the similar attempt[4l].
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3. The predictions for the nonducted propeller problem at two rotational speeds

resulted in a very good agreement with the experiment for the mean flow variables.

The improvement in the swirl velocity is remarkable compared to the similar

analysis[42].

4. The numerical simulations showed that the propeller exerted a strong upstream

influence on the axial, radial, and pressure field. The upstream influence of the

propeller on the swirl was negligible.

5. The ducted propeller produced larger momentum increase across the propeller plane

than the nonducted propeller. Also, the ducted propeller had larger concentrated

momentum in the central region and smaller momentum in the wake region behind

the duct, summing up the same magnitude of total momentum.

6. A propeller in action generated turbulence, but it was confined in the central region.

The presence of' a duct generated a large amount of turbulence, which transported

axially and radially.

7. The two-equation turbulence model with the proper wall treatment showed a great

Feasibility for solving complex flows with separation, steep pressure gradient, and

swirl.

8. Solving up to wall, using the two-equation model with the low Reynolds number

wall modification, not only enhances the quality of' the solution, but also makes

easier the implementation of the bounciary conditions. There is no need for the

special treatment for the slip condition as done in the wall function method, which
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is problem·dependent and sometimes very difficult to specify for complex flows. In

this sence the wall treated two-equation model is very versatile and robust.

9. For the ducted propeller the combination of the duct geometry, the radial

distribution of the thrust and torque, and the aft body was not optimal. More

realistic treatment of them is suggested.

10. The predicted turbulence generated by the nonducted propeller at the selflpropelled

condition agreeed well in the central region with the measurements. However, away

from the axisymmetric line, the predicted value could not be compared with

measurements, which included not only turbulence, but also pulsating large-scale

motion with high frequency.

ll. An appropriate method to measure or to make data reduction for the velocity

correlations downstream of the propeller should be made.
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Appendix A. Derivation of Global Stiffness Matrix

Coeflicients

The manipulation required to transform the governing partial dilferential equations

in cylindrical coordinates into a discrete system is detailed here. Both the mixed and the

penalty formulations are considered. For convenience, the composite form of the high-

and low-Reynolds-number versions of the nondimensionalized equations to be

discretized is recalled:

öU äU 3 1 3v.?+v.# = ;(¤¤)+Tg('¤„)+JS. (Al)
W

öl!. öl!. U2 6 1 6 ¤
U„$·+U.$·—% = ;(¤„)+T g(¢¤..)—¥+./L (A2)

öU öU U U3 3 1 3+ + = $(:*20,.9)+fb (A3)

öl!. 1 6+ T ‘;•(rU,) — 0 (A4)
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where the nondimensionalization process in Chapter 3 is utilized and the asterisks are

ornitted for brevity. The diffusion terms in the momentum equations are expressed in

terms of the divergence of stresses, which results in natural boundary conditions when

the Galerkin finite element procedure is used. The stress components are defined by:

öU, 6U, öU,·'¤=·"+2#·‘; ='¤=#·7r+7;
öU U¤„= —P+2#„$;L ¤„6=#J%(*§*) (A7)

U, ÜU
°00=‘P+2#«T °x6=#e"'ä%

where the dimensionless effective viscosity il, is either lt or lu + iz, where appropriate.

The production of turbulent kinetic energy P, is written as:
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The dimensionless Reynolds stresses are written as:

.. ölh alb 2 (A9)

and the nondimensionalized eddy viscosity is

kz
v, = cßfil

Y
(A10)

The boundary conditions are generally expressed as

U} = Ü, k = IT, E = E on S,(inletplaneandwall)

on S2(symmetryline) (A11)

rx = r, = :9 = = % = 0 on S,(exit plane and far field)

where the bar denotes specified values.

ln the Galerkin formulation the dependent variables and their variations are

approximated by the same interpolation functions as
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By applying the Galcrkin prcoccdurc to cquations (Al) - (All), thc following

cquations can bc obtaincd;

x · momcntum ;
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B

B

+ j‘j}4‘>,a'B + f?x¢>,dS
B S

r · momcmum ;
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öd> ö¢ ”
|g([<¢,(U,

Ü + U, #>a'B] U,,
5 .

UG
·· T ¢; ¢; dB U6;

6

ö ö= -Uv,$ $46};,,
B (A14)

ö¢• ö¢ ö<b öd>· + B? ¢*;¢*«)BB] ”~
B

ö 6,
8

B S

G ~ momentum ;

ö¢ öeb U,+ U; + 7'¢>;)dB] U6;
6

öd> ö¢> A15

B
+1-fgebldß

+ -"F,¢,dS
6 S

cominuity;

ö ö
-U W,-E-dB] z;,, — f·;;,<$ + $>dB z;,, = 0 (A16)

B 6

turbulent kinetic energy ;
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ö 8 °[f4>,(U,,% + U,%L)46]k,
B .

_ 8U, 646, 6U,, 6U, 646,_ {fwliz öx (bl öx +( ör + öx )¢' ör ]dB}U‘J
E

6U 646 6U 6U, 646 U,+ {fV,[2j 45; + •¥)¢} ?j·+7·d>}d>}:l dB} U,}
a . (A17)

öU 848 öU U ö¢> d>(-5 - 5)4,(5 - +)]«»}¤„
B

V: ö¢1 ödü ö¢*1 *%*1 v ök Ü¢1—
{·[‘[(v+

°Ic)( öx öx + ör ör +2lc ör (bl ör dB kl
B

fwS
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rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy ; I

645 645 ...fq5;(Ux
Tri + U, s,

B

_ I I ÖUX 645, öU„ ÖU, ö¢>,· °»· "[* öx **1 öx +( ör + öx
)°’V

ör
"” "¤

B

6*11 64, 64,,

B

I I ÖU, öd>, ÖUX öU, 645, U,
+ fclcß/<<2 ör rb, ör +( ör + äx )¢>, ax +2 rz ¢>,d>, dB U,,

B (A18)

I I ÖU9 ö¢>, ÖU9 U9 841 45,+ ¢··"[7¢*17+(7·7)¢«(#-7) dß ”~
B

ÖZU } ÖU9 U9 öd> 64:, 45,- - 7 7 + 7 7 (7-7)dB U6,
B

V, ö¢>: ö¢1 ö¢, ö¢1 , L ~—{f[(v+ °6)( öx öx + ör ör +c2 /c¢'¢J dB CJ
B

v Ü-

where E/k is replaced by c', k/v, for the generation term in Eq.(A.6). The new parameters

v,, c,', c,', and c„' are defined as

vc = v + v, for wall dominant region I
v, = v, for fully turbulent region

cx,
= Cu./i

C2,
= C22,/2

C11, = Cujiv
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J],j}, and jj, being the modification functions near wall expressed in Chapter 3. In

deriving the above equations, the Green·Gauss theorem has been used to reduce the

second·order diffusion terms in the momentum and turbulence transport equations and

the penalty pressure terms to first-order terms plus surface integrals. The appearance

of the surface integrals containing the applied surface stresses corresponds to the natural
I

boundary conditions for the problem

Once the form of the interpolation functions do and ab is specified, the integrals in the

equations (All)·(Al6) may be evaluated to produce the required coeflicient matrices.

Combining all the equations into a single matrix equation produces a system ofalgebraic
‘

equations of the form

K11 K12 K13 C1 0 0 U: Fx

K21 K22 K23 C2 O 0 U; F;
K2: K32 Ka: C: 0 0 Us Fo (A19)
-c[ -c{ -c{ 0 0 0 P 0
IQ: K42 IQ: 0 K44 1Qs k F1;

Ks: Ksz K6: 0 K54 Kss E F;

for the mixed forrnulation. The coefficient matrices are defined by

803 öda ö¢> öd> ö¢> 645K,,6

öqö, öcbjK,} = [vc dB (A21)
·6
K,} = 0 (A22)
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öcb öeb ·K2, = IV, EL j dB (A23)
B

ä¢> ö¢>
K22 = + ]dB

B
Ö¢ Öcb ö ö

(A24)

+
,(~"·<Ü

+2% + %¢’2"’2)"”
l

B

U

B

K3] = 0 (A26)

Ka: = 0 (A27)

@4% ödv U1Kas T

ö¢ ö¢ ö¢> öd>
(A28)

1 1 1 1 Läx öx + ör ar + ,2 ‘("‘(">dB
B

öd>
C, = —

ä
l//Jdß (A29)

B

. 645 42
_ C2 = —f(#++)¢,dB (A30)

B

C2 = O (A31)

ÜU 8 öU ÖU
“«„B

öU,
“

/ ÖUX ÖU, ö U,
(A33)

r
B .
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6U 6¢> 6U U 6d> °
K44 =

—-[1v,[—ä¢1j
+ — %)¢>,(# - $)]dB (,434)

8 .

“¢
- ö¢

KM = f<U,¢>,%· + U,¢>,#)dB
B

6¢ 6¢ 6¢> 645 6
(/435)

L 1 .1 1 1 L QL ¢1+_H("+ ¤.)( 6x 6x
”"

ÖY ÖY )+ 214 66 "" 6r idß
6

K4; = _L¢1¢6dB (436)

6U 6 6U 6U, 6

6 (A37)
— 2v v —-W —-kl ——ö¢J dB

'
gr? är ör

6

6U, 6 6U 6U 6 U,

6

6U Öqö 6U U 645Kw ‘” ‘f°·"=/"[‘Ü BIÜ ‘ (Ü "K,') Ü ¢"]dB
B

6* 6U U 6
wg)

U6 l 6 6 ö¢1 Ü J db—2v‘[~v,[<—é—’3— - I, ör + ör ar
— I. dB

B ,
K5, = 0 (A40)

ö¢ ö¢K6;B

(,441)
v, 6¢>, 6d>, 6d>, 665,

ax ax dB+ 862 k ¢>,¢>,dB
B .
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F, = ffQ,d>,dB + ?,d>,dS ° (A42)
B S

E = f_/Qd>,dB + f?,q5IdS ([443)
B S

Fo = fü]; ¢>,a'B + Li,,4>,:1s (A44)

v öl?Ft (.445)
S

vIi; = j\(v+ é)%¢,dS (A46)
S

When the penalty formulation is applied, the row and column corresponding to the

pressure unknown P are deleted and either K"' or K'° is added to the left hand side of

the equation. The resultant matrix equation is written as

K,, +AK§ K,, +AKQ K,, + AKQ o o U, P,
K2, + AK; K,2 + AK; K2, + AK; o o U, P,
K3; + [IK; K3; + [IK; K3; + [IK; 0 0 Us =¤ Fo (A47)

Äl K4: K4: K44 K4: /< F:
K5! KS2 KS: K54 K55 E F;

where the new coefficients of' the matrix, Kl', are given either by

PR _ öibi ö¢’J
KH -

—
{[3

·——öx dB (A48)
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öcö 805 ¢>
l

PR _ _ I J lK,2 -
nf äx )dB (A49)

B

K? = EKÄRJT (A60

PR - L1 ...ö*2J .2;K2;

-·I\(

Ü, + , ür + , dB (ASI)
6

K? = K? = K? = K? = K? = 0 (A52)

when the reduced integration is applied, or by

K? = qM"
q’

(Ass)

when the consistent integration is applied. The pressure mass matrix, M is defined as in

Eq.(3.42);

M = I W1 WJJB (A54)
6

and C] is defined at Eqs.(A29)—(A31).
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tions.
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Figure 52. Ducted propeller: Prediction
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Figure 53. Ducted propeller: Prediction of the friction coefiicients on the outside
and inside surfaces of the duct.
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Figure 56. Ducted propellen Prediction of axial Velocity profiles along radial di-
rection at four locations, x/D = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, dowustream of
propeller.
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Figure 57. Ducted propeller: Prediction of turbulent kinetic energy profiles along
radial direction at four locations, x/D = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, down-

, SU'¢8II‘1 ofpropeller.
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Figure ‘58. Ducted propeller: Comparison of axial velocity profiles along
r/R, = 0.8 for the ducted and nonducted propeller at the selflpropelled
_condition.
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Figure 59. Ducted propeller: Comparison of radial velocity profiles along
r/R, = 0.8 for the ducted and uonducted propeller at the self-propelled
condition.
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Figure 60. Ducted propellerz Comparison
of“

swirl velocity profiles along
r/R, = 0.8 for the ducted and nonducted propeller at the self'-propelled
condition.
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Figure 6l. Ducted propeller: Comparison of' pressure coefiicient profiles along
r/R, = 0.8 for the ducted and nonducted propeller at the selflpropelled
_condition.
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